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Miller made his way by a circuitous
route to the American Porder at CoA
lumbus, N. "M., ou horseback. Many
omer Americans, according lo Miller
have been lobbed In ine .Casas
Grandes region.
Rtacn
Paio.
Refugee
The Hue of American refugees from
Madera arrived here at noon. One
huudred and forty five Americun wo
men and children and ten men wore
FORMER
ILLINOIS GOVERNOR DECLARES
PROVISIONAL
PRESI aboard. Passengers reported that
half dozen Americans, wno appeared
DENT OF MEXICO ACCUSED
HE WILL SUPPORT TAFT'S '
'
In
were
the
the
uisarmed
streets,
by
;
OF CONSPIRACY.
CANDIDACY.
rebel,' among them A. L.
assistant manager for the Modern
SAYS CE IS KEGCLAH
VCLATICNS CF NEUTRALITY company.
i.
,j
The passengers also declared that
"
looting and robbing had been con- OTHER
PROMINENT
OFFICIALS
MEXICAN SAID TO
GIVE THE
fined for the most pirt to the Mexi-
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GIVES
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HEARING
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can colony.
Enrlle la Released.
Gonzales Enrile, once financial ad
riser and right hand man to Genera!
MAECBINQ Orozco, was releaseu today by the

HAVE LED IN STARTING A
REVOLUTION.

KEEL

KZm
'

THEY TAKE

THEIR ARTILLERY
AWAY FROM JUAREZ PREPARATORY TO LEAVING.

San Antonio, Tex., July 22. Emilio
Gomez was released under $10,OUU
temporary bond here today when he

appeared to answer a federal charge
of conspiracy to violate the neutrality laws. His hearing was set for next
Monday.

.

,

Instruction from Orozco.
Juarez, Mex., July 2i. To receive
from General Orozco final Instructions regarding his part In the inva
sion of Sonora, Colonel Alfonso Caste- neda arrived here today from Madera.
He expects tomorrow to rejoin his
column of 800 men now distributed
along the line of the Mexican North
western railroad. The rebel artillery
' was
shipped from Juarez to Casas
Grandes today in order to have it
safely away when the rebels evacu
ate this town.
Casteneda, who had oeen Orozco's
f
since he assumed command of the rebels, was accompanied
by his own staff, most of whom are
men of military experience.. They ex-- j
press chagrin over the predatory
methods- - usedby General Rojas' men
. ,
in the vicinity of Madera.
Comparatively little progress has
been made by the r bels since thetr
defeat at Bachimba more than two
weeks ago. They have destroyed the
Mexican Central railroad between
Sauz and Gallego, oO miles away, and
have occupied points along the North- chief-of-staf-

miles north of San Antonio near Chi- (huahua City, wuere ue federal vanr
guard is. Forces under General Rojas
have moved westward nto the state
of Sonora from Madera, about 45
miles, in an effort to isolate Huerta,
the federal commander at Chihuahua.
Skirmishing between the outposts
o the rebel columns Invading northern Sonora and the defense, line ot
government troops under General San- jines guarding the mountain passes
of the etate was reportea today to
A
General Orozco's headquarters.'small scouting party of federals ventured twenty miles east of.CoIonia
Oaxaca, where the government troops
are concentrated, and encountered
rebels under Colonel Felipe Casares
at a point midway between CJitos
and Carretas, fifty miles northwest
of , Casas Grandes, on the Mexico
Northwestern. Casares was once in
the Mexican consular service at Las
Cruces, N. M. The government troops
are reported to have fallen back in
the face of larger numbers
-

'

'
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United States authorities after 40
days' detention w hotu Dona, in "ac- 'cordance wtih an application ior pro
visional arrest made by the Mexican'
government. Enrile, U was said wnen
arrested, would be charged with em
bezzlement
Of
government funds
while a federal official, but a recent
announcement from the toreign office at Mexico City declared that extradition against him would not be
.
.
pressed.
Still weak from stab wounds receiv-- i
ed in Chihuahua City nearly two
months ago when attacked by un
known assassins, Enrile made his way
from the jail with the heip of friends.
Enrile's influence in revolutionary af
fairs has declined and he said that
he was now out of Mexican politics.
He left for Chicago at Coon en route
to Montreal, Canada.
Conditions Better at Madera.
Madera, Chihuahua July 22, 11 a.
m. In contrast to the. nervous conditions of the last three days Madera
today was again normal. With the
women and children, away; the Ameri

cans left here breathed easier.
Colonel Miguel Gamba, deploring
the lndlgnitieg by Irresponsible reb
els,-- placed
guard in the Americani
quarter and ordered all saloons
closed. He says raiders will be summarily dealt with. He appears to
have the situation well in hand.
Though the federals are not yet near
enough to threaten Madera, the last
insurrectos probably will leave here
with 48 hours for Sonora.

eatraIuI hay

American Robbed By Rebels.
Paso, Texas, July 22. Samuel
Miller, an American farmer at Casas
Grandes, Mexico, arrived here today
with a story of bold abuse by the rebels headed by Major Melquedez Alvarez, who brandished a six shooter
in his face. Miller was forced to give
up his horses and possessions to the
amount of $700. He refused at first,
but Alvarez poked his pistol into Miller's ribs several times, threaten'ng o
American
Miller Informed
shoot
Consul Edwards of Juarez that although the incident toik piace a week
ago, he was
prevented for several
leaving
days by the rebels from
Casas Grandes.
"I will take you qut and shoot you
if you dare make a report of this,"
is what Miller declares General Sala-za- r
told him when ne appealed for
protection.. Miller r.dds that Salazar
threatened to whip (aim with a sword
if he. took the Mexican Northwestern
train from Casas Grandes. In despair,

The com-

July 22.

111.,

mittee of five progressive republicans
who we're appointed by Medill
to wait on Governor Deneen
and ascertain whether he would support Taft or Roosevelt for president,
were informed by the governor to- day that he considered Taft the reg
ular nominee of the repuoiican party
for president and that as sucn he
would be obliged to support his candi
"

dacy.

?

)
!

SUGAR BILL SATURDAY
Washington, July 22. The ftredle- tlon was made that the senate would
pae a sugar tariff bill Saturday. Man
of the leader were confident that tbt,
democratic free sugar bill would he
defeated but a ubstitute could ha
passed. A republican proposed to ab-

TEXAS COTTON SEED CRUSHERS
Houston, Tex., July 22. Proposed
legislation to enforce the eradication
of dirt from cotton seed is one of the
important subjects to be discussed at
the eighteenth annual meeting of the
Texas Cotton Seed Crushers' association, which began here today. The
sessions will last there days.

WILSON "SLEEPS"

. ,

Secretary of State Doyle, Auditor
Accounts McCullough and
Attorney General Stead were waited
on by the committee and gave the
same answer as did Governor Deneen.
Andrew Russell, candidate for state
treasurer, made no reply, but told
Chairman McCormlck he would send
him an answer by mail.
Lieutenant Governor Oglesby, who
is at Elkhart, was asked by letter by
Chairman McCormici and has made
no answer as yet.
Following the interviews with the

state officers, the progressive republican committee held a conference at
McCor- the end of which Ohai-inii- n
mick announced that the
republicans would put a third party
state ticket In the fie'd, but there
would probably be no new county tickets.
In Colorado.

Denver, Colo., July 22. Senator
Joseph Dixon, campaign banager "of
Colonel Rooseveltj Is expected to arrive in Denver within a few days to
make an effort! to harmonize the difONE OF THE REGULAR MEMBERS
ferences of tne progressives in Colo' ', OF THE DABROW TRIAL
rado, according to an announcement
'
PANEL IS ILL. ,
made today

be called upon

Los AngeleE, Cal., July 22. The
bribery trial of Clarence S. Darrow
Candidate Against Deneen
was unexpectedly halted today by the
Chicago, 111., July 22. "There must
serious illness of Juror L. A. Leavitt.
be a full third party etate ticket in
a
court
telebefore
Shortly
convened,
Illinois with candidate for governor
phone message was received .'from
to the effect that Leavitt had and other offices favorable tor Colonel
suffered a severe stroke of appendi- Roosevelt."
That was the ultimatum of Senator
citis. Judge Hutton selected a local
doctor to visit and report1 to the Jo.eph M. Dixon, Colonel Roosevelt's
court at 10 o'clock tomorrow morn campaign manager, delivered today
ing, until which time adjournment U the Illinois leaders of the third
was taken. If an operation on I.eav-it- t party movement. It was In answer to
head-quIs necessary, te services of A. doubt expressed at Roosevelt
a
ticket
ters
whether
here
third
M. Blakely, the" thirteenth uror, prob.
ably will be required - Leavitt had would be put out in this state, pendan attack of illness several weeks ago ing Governor Deneen's answer to the
which delayed
the trot, for a few question whether he would ' support
Taft or Roosevelt. .When shqwn
Deneen's announcement that
the alternate juror become
a regular member of the jury, it will he would support President Taf f,
he the first time in the history of Senator Pixon eaid:
American courts, according to the at"It simply means that Governor Dea condition has neen is not in the progressive party
torneys, that such
prerailed. Juror Blakely has been snb and that a third party candidate
ject to the same conditions and re arainst him will be put out"
strictions as the regular jurors but
cannot vote on a verdict unless a reg
Third Party In Pennsylvania
ular juror becomes Incapacitated for
service.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 22. Former
State Senator William L. Flinn of
TAFT GETS- MONEY.
Pittsburgh denied today reports that
Washington, July 22. At the White there was a difference of opinion beHouse today a fifty dollar bill for tween
himself and Colonel Roosevelt
President Taft's campaign was rethe selection of candidates
regarding
ceived from a preacher in, Galveston,
for presidential electors.
Texas, who wrote: "I find things giv"Will there be a third party ticket
en in secret reach heaven, therefore I
in
Pennsylvania?" he was asked.
prefer my name to remain obscure."
"Sure," rejrondei trie ' Fittshurgh
'
leader.
McFARLAND TO FIGHT.
"At least," he added, "there will be
Chicago, 111, July 22. Packey
and Eddie Murphy have been the Roosevelt candidates for electors.
matched to fight ten rounds at Ken- The rest of the republican ticket Is all
osha, "Wis., probably on Labor Day. right."
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ON RESIGNATION

William Shapiro, I.ouls Llbby, cbaufand owners of the "murder car';
Louis "Bridgle" Webber, "Jack" Rose
and Sam Paul, all charged with hom
icide in being Implicated in the mu
der of Herman Rosenthal, were arraigned before Coroner Feinberg this
afternoon for examination.
When Coroner Feinberg called the
Rosenthal hearing to Arder, District
Attorney Whitman asked adjournment
GANG PICKED TO DO THE JOB In the cases involving
Shapiro and FORMER WEST VIRGINIA SENA.
Llbby. Mr. Whliman declared that ' TOR SAYS "INTERESTS" DID
WAS SELECTED ON ACCOUNT
"public Interest and the interest of
OF COMPETENCY
NOT CONTRIBUTE.
justice" demandel adjournment Ad
journmenta in these cases were then
Vi'EF.E KEPT CLEAR ordered until Thursday. Counsel for IN
STREETS
TCE
1524
CAOTSN

THE

REHEARSED

ROOSEVELT

it-u-r

ROSENTHAL

KO

;

THE HIDING SOLONS.
Washington, July 22. Armed with
official warrants tor the arrest of truant; members, the house sergeant-at-armand his assistants today were
SELF UP
sent about the Capitol to seize absentees and bale them before, the bar
New York, July 22 A picked band of the house, which meanwhile was
up gun men was selected to snoo forced to suspend.
The senate had two roll calls and
cown Herman Rosenthal and had had
a lehearsal of the killing, it was said a lengthy suspension of business be--J
by officials of the prosscutor'g office fore sufficient senators appeared to
today. Investigation shows that there constitute a quorum .
was not a slip in the plans and that
Senator Warren, chairman of the
the principal behind the plot was appropriation committee,
informed
senators today that they "might as
most careful to establish alibis.
William Shapiro, held in connection well send for their winter clothes" if
with the killing, in a supplementary greater progress were not made this
statement revealed how gang men week on appropriation bills. The senkept the street in front of the Hotel ate began the fifth day's work on the
Metropole practically clear of taxicabg $150,000,000 Sundry civil appropriation
for 30 miuutes before the murder in bill with tne. hope of concluding the
order apparently that the "murder" bill tonight.
s

."

get-awa- y

body."
The prosecutor hurried to the scene
Washington, July 22. Senate: Conand satisfied himself that ithere was
vened at 11 a. m.
Resumed, consideration of sundry no weapon on the body. He then went
'
to the police station, and found out
civil appropriation hill.
Former Senator Scott before cam- that no mention had been made of a
paign funds investigating committee, weapon in the entry of the police blottestified no contributions for corpo- ter. Later the story developed from
rations were made to Roosevelt fun of several sources that tne murder plot
included a statement to the goveinor
' '
1904.
,
Senate and house conferees on nav- given out by the police, that Rosenal appropriations bill ailed to reach thal had been killed In a gambler s
an agreement on battleship program, duel; that two other gamblers had
were
though senate yielded to house and been wounded and the police
dropped appropriation for navy yards. looking for the injured men. District
.

.i
'

.

Convened

at

noon.

Resumed consideration
men's

efficiency bill.

Of

the

Sea-

TRUST

"Jack" Rose objected to postpone
ment in his client's case. Mr. "WhlU
man thereupon asked that Deputy Po PERKINS, HOWEVER, IS SAID TO
.HAVE DUG UP A "PERSON
lice Commissioner Dougherty be call
J
ed as the ftrat witness.
AL" DONATION.
:

.

Judiciary committee ordered favorable report on hill to prevent shipment of liquor from "wet" to "dry"
states.
Passage of excise tax bill Friday
was predicted after canvass by senate

HAD

1IY

MURDER

car" might have a "clear
Shapiro said at least 16 men must
have known of Ihe "croak" to he
pulled, off, as they were in front of
Seagirt, N. J., July 22. Governor the Metropole, ready to ackjack ov
Woodrow Wilson returned to Seagirt kill if necessary any one who inter
today from Us "retreat' at the home fered with the job cr tried to block
of the gun fighters,
of a friend nearby, with a record of the
The coroner's Inquest will be held
sleeping 24 hours out of "i!G and
he would forego his usual this afternoon when .several of the
principals, now under detention by the
weekly .trip to Trntcn tomorrow
again go into seclusion to write his police, probably will be called as wit
There were reports that
Bpeeeh of acceptance.
Friends of the nesses.
governor announced, but on condition "Bald Jack" Rose "had Squealed" and
that their names be not used, that that. Commissioner Dougherty was la
Mr. Wilson had decided definitely not possession of all the names of those
to resign the governorship of New men who were in the "murder car."
Jersey during the presidential cam- Dougherty has promised important
arrests, but further than that will not
paign.
discuss the case. "Big Jack" Selig,
gun man and gang leader, will surrender
it was reported. BeOUR NEW. SENATOR cause of.today,
illness of Mrs. Rosenthal,
widow of the gambler, District Attorney Whitman announced there wouU
SPEAKS'STRONGLY be no proceedings of the grand jury.
The prosecutor wishes to call Mrs
Rosenthal as the first witness. A
SENATOR FALL DENOUNCES
country-wid- e
search for the RosenTOWARD AMER-- ,
thal slayers is on. The names of the
ICANS' IN MEXICO.
gun men who shot and killed th
gambler have been known to the p
Washington, July 22. Senator Fall lice through a third degree' given,
of New Mexico' today condemned in several prisoners and the gun men are
a speech' the neglect of the govern- believed, to have fled, having become
ment to eec"ire redress for Americans convinced that the police system will;
injured in Mexican hostilities along not be able to protect them. Some'the border. Senator Fall declared of the "East side" characters whom
the United States gave more atten- the detectives are searching for are
tion to reports of mistreatment of "Lefty" Leads, a gun man; Whitney
rubber gatherers in Peru and of mis- Lewis, Harry Vallon,' gambler; Sara
sionaries in Korea than to the Inter- Schepps, a gangster,- and "Itsky," anests of its citizens who bad suffered other gangster.
in the Mexican host,ilr.;;a.
It was learned that Rosenthal had
scarcely fallen to the sidewalk under
a fusillade of bullets when some one
telephoned District Attorney Whitman: "You had better get town to
p TODAY IN CONGRESS
the Metropole ahead of the police or
a pistol will be found on Rosenthal's

leaders.
House:

Paid.

CITY EDITION.

WHEN HE AWAKES HE DETERMINES TO HOLD ONE JOB UNTIL HE TRIES FOR ANOTHER

'

Is 2
Popularity Often
Dear at the Price
J

JULY 22, 1912.

MONDAY,

SMITH GOES EAST
22. General
Laramie, Wyo, July
Fred A. Smith, who Is in charge of
the army maneuvers at Pole Mountain, near this city has been ordered
to have charje of maneuvers in New
York, leaving here August 3. He was
first, ordered to Iowa but that order
waa annulled for the new one.

of Public

Trouble

d

OPTIC,

TO HIM.
Springfield,

'

I

olish the duties standard and differ IN ORDER THAT' THE MURDER
entials of the present tariff law and
SAME ANSWERS AND THERE
MAKE QUICK
CAR MIGHT
reduc the tariff rate of 1.90 per 100
'
IS GLOOM FOR TEDDY.
"GETAWAY"
4
pounds to about $1.70, Thla Is 4a
substance the bill heretofore offered
LIEUT.
COYEHNOr ABSENT by Senator Sraoof. Thout'h it does CNE SUSFECT WILL Sl'FiENEER
not entirely niert tiii views of all
the progre".ves, it is believed to be
BUT HE FAILS TO ANSWER LETthe only basis on which the republi "BIG JACK". SELIG, MAN WITH
TER OF INQUIRY SENT
can forces can be merged
BAD RECORD, TO GIVE HIM-

Gov-erno-

EJ

ft

111'

f
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or Tuesday;
-
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Attorney Whitman's prompt arrival

on the scene is" said to r.aye thwarted
that part of the plan. The district
attorney received a communication
signed "A Woman Who Knows," giving the name of the gun "man who
fired the first shot at Rosenthal. This
man, the writer said, came originally
from Cincinnati and may have returned there.

TAEIFF

LEAGUE

COT

CASH

ITS SERVICES WERE PAID FOR
AND IT MADE NO CONTRIBUTIONS.

Washington, July 22. Former Sen
ator Nathan B Scott of Wtst Virgin
ia, today told the senate committee
Investigating campaign fundsof 1904
ana 19U8 that no contributions were
made to Colonel Roosevelt's campaign
by corporations, by Henry Havemey-er- ,
the silgar king, or by any representatives of the International Har-- i
vester company, so far as he could recall. Mr. Scott" testified that the
largest contribution of which he had
knowledge, made to the national committee in that campaign was his tfwn,
amounting to $30,000 or ,.40,000.
George W. Perkins, he said, had
given $15,000, but not to the national
committee. Both contributions were
used in the West Virginia campaign.
"In October, 1904," Mr. Scott said,
"Mr. Perkins asked me the situation
In West Virginia and 1 told blm we
had a very har.i figh- - on for governor
and that it was doubtful whether we
could elect William u. Dawson. Mr.
Perkins aid, as a triend of President
Roosevelt h would oe very snry to
see the state democratic and rcade
the contribution."
Mr. Scott said none of thenarvest-e- r
people had contributed to the 1904

FARMERS IN POLITICS.
i
Glenwood Springs, Colo., July 22.
Discussion of direct legislation and
the possible endorsement of the can
didacy of E. M. Amnions, for gover
nor were two topics scheduled to
come before the agricultural conven
tlon winch opened here today The
convention was Called by the Colorado Stock Growers' association, the
Farmers' union participating. The
morning was devoted to business ses
sions fif the two organizations. The
political questions are on the program campaign.
for tomorrow and incuide a discus
"How about the Perkins contribusion of initiated legislation to be vot- tion Vf asked Senator Clapp.'
ed on this fall.
"Well, I understood that Mr.' Per
kins' contribution was a personal mat
ter," said Mr. Scott, "because of

IIATSUITOIS

the personal relations that existed between him and President Roosevelt."
Was Perkins at that time a mem
ber of J. P. Morgan & Company?"
'
asked Senator Jones.
Mr. Scott did not know
"Do you knok whether Mr. Perkins
interceded with tho president as to
the taking 'jf th-- Tennessee Coal una
Iron company," asked Senator ras
ter."
i don't kn-tabout that matter,"
said the witness
Mr. Scott said he knew of o me .
connected with the steel or oil companies or the "trusts" who had given,
It had
anything to the campaign.
been the settled policy of George B.
Cortelyou and Cornelius N. Bliss, as
the heads of the committee, to .make
it known that no such contributions
would he received, he said.
"My own corporation never gave a
dollar to the campaign," he added.
Mr. Scott then was a glass .manu
facturer. Aeked about any activity of
the American Protective Tariff league in the campaign he said the lea
gue had furnished . some campaign
material, but it had been paid In .
cash for its work and had never con- - '
tributed directly or indirectly to the ....
campaign. - ;
George R. Sheldon, treasurer of the
national, committee in 1908, Is to testify Thursday. It is expected the
books of the republican committee for
that campaign will be submitted to
the committee this week.
'

GROWING BETTER
CONDITION OF JAPANESE
EM
PEROR IS PLEASING TO HIS
PHYSICIANS.
Tokio, July 22. The improvement
in the condition of Matsu Hito, the
emperor of Japan, which set in this
throughout the
morning continued
day. A bulletin issued by the court
physicians in attendance at the em
,
peror stated:
"Temperature 100.4 Fahrenneit;
pulse 88; respiration 26; digest'on
good; improved conaition sustained."
A bulletin issued by the court
physicians at 8:30 this evening said:
98.69;
"Temperature
pulse 72,
strong, respiration, 24; other symp-

toms "improving."

'The bulletins issued

from the palthe court physicians reporting the improved condi.on oi health
of Matsu Hito, the emperor of Jap- an, have been received with satlsfac-toithroughout the capital today. The
stock market improved generally as
a result. A note of warning, however,
is sounded by one specialist, who is
quoted as saying this is only the first
stage of the emperor's malady and
beadvising against
cause the second and third stage.'
must be passed . through before' full
confidence in his majesty's recovery
can be restored.
It is reported the emperor was at
one time sufficiently conscious to be
able to speak intelligently with
the chief court physicians. Th's afternoon representatives of Christian
sects visited the palace to .express
their condolence w .h the Imperial
family and their hopes for the recovery of his majesty Crowds of school
children gathered outside trie palace
grounds where they prayed for the recovery of the emperor.
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EVERYBODY'S DOING IT.
Wyo., July 1l More
Cheyenne,
than 163 candidates have filed petitions for nomination in Wyoming's
first primary. United states Senator
for
F. E. Warren,-candidatis opposed by John B. Kendrick,

millionaire stockman and president

of the Wyoming Wool Growers' association. Congressman Frank W. Mon-de- ll
is opposed for
by
John J. Sprlggs of Lander, and Thom
as Fahey of Cheyenne.

TWO

MORAN LOSES FIGHT
Los Angeles, July 22. AHer forcing

SAN JUAN PEOPLE

whatever fighting there w as for nearly
nine rounds of the scheduled 20 round
bout Saturday, Owen Mora, of England, was disqualified for using his
eltiow In clinches and the decision
awarded by Referee Charles Eyton to
Ja k White of Chicago.
-' The abrupt ending of the fight was
received with mingled cheers and
groans, most of the latter for Moran
and some for the referee.
There was no feature. Moran did
nearly all the leading and fully half of
the time was spent In feinting and
racing, with Moran always the pursuer. White had the better of only
one round,
the seventh, when he
landed three left swings to Koran's

AflE ANGRY AT
RAILROAD
DENVER AND RIO GRANDE REFU3-- .
ES TO MAKE TRANSFER OF

FREIGHT
Aztec, N. M, July 22. San Juan
county fruit growers are up la arms
ever the action of the Rio Grande
railroad n refusing to transfer the
trucks under cars at Durango, Colo.
The broad gauge from San Juan county' connects at Durauffd wlti the narrow gauge, and under present arrangements all fright shipments
must be transferred by hand aeh
direction. There was an effort made
to have the narrow gauge freight tars
iced and placed On broad gauge trucks
bo that the peaches, which will be
the first fruit shipped, would have
to be run In hot ordinary cars from
this county nd then transferred to
the Iced cars at Durango, Superintend
ent McAteo reports that his road
considered the transfer of trucks but
decided It to be . Impractical.
How-eve- r,
men who have been In other
places where similar connections are
made, say that it is a cheap, quick
and feasible idea to run the cars over
pits, and change trucks In a few

he..-

-

:.;.;i-.;5r---

r-

Moran was first warned in the fifth
round when a short left hook opened

White's

The Cfctoagoatt protested"
that Moran had used his elbow In
striking the blow. Twice again In
subsequent rounds Moran was warned
and' each time he protested that he
was not using his elbow.
Among ringside spectators r there
was almost as much difference of
as at the Wolgasl-Rlveropinion
fight, many asserting that because of
White's mthod of defense Jn clinches
Moran only seemed to be fighting un
rairiy. Moran showed much more
cleverness than White, whose show
ing was disappointing.
Moran was a ten to seven and a
half favorite at the ringside, but com
paratively little White money was In
Hp.

s

minutes.
,
sight
The Rio Grande complains bitterly
"Moran
has
his last fight
that their railroad property down this for me," , said fought
Promoter Tom
way does not pay, yet when the counof th Vernon Athletic club.
try raises a monster fruit crop the No man who deliberately fouls an
railroad apparently makes no effort other can
fight in the Vernon arena.

to

it as' It must be handled. Referee Eyton did the
only thing he
Mass meetings have been called and could do. He
reneatedlv
a storm of protest will' go up from Moran not to foul
our people over the Incompetency of Moran showed no White,' and when
Inclination to rehandle1

the railroad management. .
A southern railroad connection
would obviate all the loss that appar-entl- y
faces the growers, and In addition develop the vast acreage here
that will support thousands of families and make New Mexico's population Jump Into the millions. This Is
no "pipe" dream, but Is an actual
fact. Albuquerque should arouse to
the value to It of this southern route.

these warnings,, gave the

spect

de-

cision to White."

,

NEW JERSEY PROGRESSIVES
Asbtrry Park, N. J., July 22. The
Roosevelt State league of New Jersey

has completed arrangements for the
mass convention here tomorrow to
elect delegates-at-larg-e
to th National

progressive' oonventlon
In Chicago
next month. Former Governor J.
Life Is t comedy to the
optimist and Franklin Fort will preside at the state
a tragedy to the pessimist.
;
convention.

'
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PEACIISIIIPMENTS
STRAY.

FROM CARLSBAD

BEGIN
CROP THIS YEAR IS EXPECTED
TO BE LARGE AND OF
GOOD

QUAD

ff.

ew ioik, Jul
22. Everywhere
throughout the. country the people are
thoroughly aroused by the economic
problems presented by tne high coat
of living and legislators, be
they
members of congress or
merely alder-meare beginning to realize that
they muHt make at least a pretense
of trying to solve the problem If
they
wish to retain the good will and suo-po-it
of their constituents.
Nowhgre
Is the tension due to the high cost of
living greater than in New; York with,
its million of people belonging to ihS
poor or middle classes. It is nulte
'clear to every one that 'something
must be done, and done goon, to rem-edthe existing conditions, but concerning the proper remedy or reme
dies opinions are widely dlvergentl
However, any proposition which promises ever so vaguely to help toward
reducing the cost of living, is sure of
public support. - So far, but little, hat
been done in New York Ulty In a general way to grapple with the great
problem of the time. It is true, a few
individuals and organisations made
an attempt to remedy the situation
by
efforts, but these sporadic and uasystematie attempts were
too narrowly circumscribed and too
trifling tts ocompllk muck good except for a paltry few.
Many suggestions ihave ibeen made
(during the last few months, but the
most promising
them al'. seems to
be the latest plan of removing the restrictions placed upon the peddling
of victuals in pushcarts. To the poor
residents of the lower East side and
of other congested districts of the
city the pushcart men have always
been, a great boon.
The peddlers buy thetr stock at the
lowest possible price and as they
.have no rent to pay and require no
store fixtures, etc., they can afforti to
undersell the regular storekeepers,
who buy m larger quantities but often
suffer considerable loss by the sp" fling of meats, vegetables and trait
left on their hands when business "
slack. The peddjers are not only able
to sell tlielr goods below the price
charged In the stores, but they do sell
them cheaper and the poor people,
buying tn small quantities benefit by
n

One car of peacns was shlppe,(l
this week from La Hm.rU anil had
it not been for a drizzling rain that
set In last night, anotner car would
fcave been ready to go this morning,
only requiring about 200 boxeg to
complete Ulg car, which will go out
tomorrow and will, require eleven
days to reach New York City, the destination of all peaches going now,
says the Carlsbad Current.
The only peaches being shipped at
present are the Carmen and ' Mamie
Ross, which are the earliest to mature.
rue total out pot of this season,
from La Huerta,-vil- l
be about twenty
cars, of which the Rio Pecos Orchard
Co., F. G. Tracy, manager, will fur
nish about
other growers being Walter Craft, A. Zerler, J.
W. Lewis, H. H. Clark, L. A. Swlgart
and Charles Howell each with about
a car.
A force of about thlrty-ilv- s
people
Is employed by the orchard company
in picking, packing and loading cars
all of whom are home people except
three box makers from California.
The average wages paid the help
In harvesting Jhe peace crop Is 20
cerjts per hour and p 'veB employment
to several for a couple of months,
some of whom are homesteaders from
tue plains and need the work.
The peaches shipped so far by express, about 500 boxes have netted
about $1 per box and a good tree 'will
yield at least ten boxes and wiuh 100
trees to an acre will bring in $1,000
per acre. However, the net profit to
the owners will probably be about
$200 per acre for very many trees
yield less and this Is an off reason
If such Is known In the Pecos valley,,
for peach growers were compelled to
smudge for fifteen nights last spring
and the season is very backward.
three-fourth-
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FEEL "STUPID".
Brain Troubled by Coffee
People don't like to be considered
stupid even if they feel that way, but
many persons who persist in drinking
'
coffee, year after year, have spells
when they feel like thick Idiots.
"I have 'been badly tiothered with
stomach trouble caused by coffee for
many years," writes a Ky. man, "and
many times felt like a "stupid", with
a severe burning In my stomach after
eating, and a great amount of sour
'

''

belching.
"A few months ago I quit coffee and

began to use Postum Instead. I have
had none of the old trouble since,
have gained flesh and 1 don't think I
have failed to eat a nearty meal since
I quit coffee.
"I feel I can't praise Postum enough
for the change It has made in me. I
like it as well as coffee, which shall
never use again." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
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This is regular Postum in
concentrated form nothing added.
Made in the cup
no boiling
to
serve
ready
instrvntly.
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For quick, convenient serving, try

-
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Regular Post om 15c size makes
25 cups; 25c size makes 50 cups

Postum made right is now
served at most Hotels, Restaurants, Lunch Rooms,. Soda Fountains, etc.
Instant 'Postum
tins and

is put

The other day Ho.nllji, ;no msn of
mystery, who laughs, at prUon teilx,
barred doorg and manacles, gave a
sensational exhibition of his powera.
Doubly handcuffed and with Irons on
his feet, he allowed himself to be
placed id a wooden box the cover of
which was securely nailed down.
Then the box containing the shackled wizard wag thrown Into the water of the harbor .from a tugboat.
Scarcely a minute later Houdlnl appeared upon the Biirface of the water, puffing but showing no ill effects
from his submersion. Of course, he
had managed to rid himself In some
way of the shackles which held hie
arms and legs.
George Wilson, & bold, ana dangerous burglar with a long criminal record, who was
in the
Imprisoned
Tombs, awaiting his trlaj on a charge
of burglary, also gave an exhibition
the other day which, m some respects
Was even more sensational than that
by Houdlnl. Slnglehanded and without the help of any 'confederates on
he outside Wilson succeeded in escaping from the Tombs, after he had
knocked down one of the guards and
taken nway the man's revolver. The
prison authorities, believing that Wilson was still hiding somewhere within the prison walls, made a fruitless
search and wasted several .lours before they notified, the police. While
the 1a!! keeparj were searching for
him, Wilson, who had scalea the prison wall and gained the street, made
the best of his opportunity. It is believed that the daring fellow has by
this time put many a mile between
himself and the Tombs.
PHYSICIANS

IHSTANT

II

J.

THESE REMARKABLY REDUCED prices are on just the
goodt you need" now and will need all through the Summer. If you
don't buy them now yow will surely have to purchase them in a
month or to
a little forethought now means a saving to you of
many, many dollars.

Women's Suits, Coals and Silk Dresses

HALF PRICE
Lingerie and Wool Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored
'
Wash Goods, at

c.vr Tit ma

MILLINERY,

PARASOLS

off

AND WASH SKIRTS

HALF PHiGE
Women's

Two-Piec-

e

Wash Suils, Worth $1.50 fo $7.00

C3.00
ANY

MAN'S SUIT IN TUE HOUSE FOR

CQ.CQ
Laa Vedaa'LoadinStoro

Etdsls5iod

$1,050

3862

South SideBa

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

PREJUDICED.

rvotwunstanding tne . ract mat a
very large percentage of doctor's pre
scriptions call for proprietary medi
clnes, because they can. find nothing
better, they are naturally prejudiced
against the direct sale of 'these family remedies because it decrease their

It cannot bo said however, that the incomes.
However this may be the general
pushcart peddlers arftaw urnnitjgnted
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Some of tnem are not par- public is benefited by the use of such
blessing.
ticularly scrupulous concerning the standard medicines as Lydia E.
quality of their goods and the correctVegetable Compound, as is
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
ness of their scales and measures. proven by the thousands of grateful
An equally objectionable feature is letters on file at the Pinkiham Labor
show you.
that they obstruct the street traffic! atories, at Lynn, Mass., from women
and that they, materially add to the all over the United States who have
Las Vegas Automobile
Machine Co.
unsanitary condition of the streets in been helped by It, and it is prescribed
the congested parts of the city. For by those honest physicians who are
theBe reasons the health authorities broad .enough to overlook prejudice
Phone Main 344.,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
and the police have held the Dush-car- and recognize true merit.
men under rather severe restneLtions. Many, times ihe board of alPOLO CHAMPIONSHIPS
aermen nas been petitioned to reolo
Narragansett Pier, R. I., July
move some of the restrictions, but,
enthusiasts and society folk from for which the perpetual trophy Is a First (troop, Philadelphia City Ca- the. board never showed any inclina far and near gathered here today for cup presented
by Samuel D. Warren airy,
tion to grant these requests. Now, the. beginning of the series of annual of Boston.
The competitions are for
however, there is so strong a senti polo championships under the aus- teams of four
An Increasing number, of peopie rewhose aggregate handiment in favor of the pushcart ped- pices of the National Polo associaregularly of the satisfactory recaps do not exceed 20 goals, none of port
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pill
dlers that the board of aldermen is tion. The competitions will continue
the players to have a higher handi- and commend
their healing and curaserio isiy. ccrsidering a plan for. set- for nearly a month and will take
place cap than five goals. The entry of a tive qualities. Foley Kidney pui
aside
conenient
market
ting
places as usual on the grounds of the Point team of officers
of the, regular army are a carefully prepared medicine,
for the. use of the pushcart peddlers Judith Country club.
has excited general interest The guaranteed to contain no harmful or '
habit forming drugs. They can Hare
and for removing at least some of the
The tournament will embrace tie other entries include teams
from the only a beneficial effect when eed for
restrictions heretofore in force.
Junior, seniors, and open events for thai, Meadowbrook,
Rockaway,
Piping kidney and bladder troubles, for
championship titles. Most Interest Rock, and- - Bryn Mawr polo clubs, the backache, rheumatism, . weak bac
The vacation schools in this city centers in the Junior
championships Kansas City Country club and the or lumbago. O. 0. Shaefer, Red Crosa.
have been opened with an enrollment
Drug Store. .
.
of t 26,637 pupils,
an Increase over
last summer ,.. of fully 2o per cent
which InT,hese vacation schools,
clude one high school in Manhattan
Capital Paid in
and one In Brooklyn, are of great
Surplus
$100,000.00
value and are becoming more popu$50,000.00
lar every year. The subjects of Ins
.."
struction in the vacation schools are
of a practical nature and include Ve
r
netian iron work, bench work, chair
". M, cTjNNINOHAn, President!
and housekeeping,
caning, cooking
RANK SPKWtiER.
10SKINS. Cuhl.r
knltt and crochet work, nursing, advanced sewing and dressmaking, ele
mentary sewing, millinery, embroidering, kindergarten and advanced kindergarten work.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
's
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POSTUM

.4i

r ''Kit
S

Stylish, Desirable and Trust-worth- y
Summer Merchandise
Now Marked at 67c and 50c on
The Dollar and Less!

LAS VEGAS

Postum

c

up in

air-tig-

Sold by Grocers

most emphatically that the prisoner
was his friend and he did not
blin to be guilty of evil intemlons. An
there was no other ivid'Nioe ugniimt
the prisoner the polici autliorltie?
were forced to let hlw

Pink-ham-

l

Has shown many a person the "Road to Wellville."
Coffee and tea are, irritants; they interfere with
digestion and affect the
system in many cases
where they are not even
suspected.
If you value health-sou- nd
body and clear brain-su- p.
pose you quit coffee and tea
and give Postum a trial,
say two weeks.
Read letter to right.

OLD NEW YORK

Instant Pottum 30c tin makes 45 to
50 cups; 50c tin makes 90 to 1 00 cups

"There's a leason" for Postum
Postum Cereal Compary, Limited, Battle Creek. Michigan.

How thoroughly the members of
the Black Hand terrorize the Italians
in this part of the country is clearly
shown by a case which came to the
notice of the authorities the bthor
day. An Italian living in Plainfield,
K X, some time ago received a letter
from, the Black Hand threatening him
with death should he fall to pay a
ransom' of $ 500. Upon the advice of
his friends the recipient of the letter
Informed the police. A decoy letter
was posted and the man, who ctlled"
for the letter was promptly arrested.
When the prisoner was confronted
with the informant, the Jatter identified him.
But, after the prisoner
had made a secret sign to the infoim-ant- ,
the latter Immediately made a
complete change of front. He state

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

.'

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W.I Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Pa.id on Beposis

1

man-mu-

lAt

WHITE HOPES and BLACK PERILS
By WALT MASON, In

the Kancas City Star.

young man expunged him from the
list with ease. Morris also had many
admirers. He was inspired by an exalted patriotism when he stepped
down from his locomotive in Oklahoma, upon hearing of the defeat of
Jeffries, Baying that he would pot re
turn nfttU h- I hnri U'hlnneil .Tnhnann.

VEGAS DAILY

like a new Diocletian. Jeffries went
into training.
The Funny Training of Mr. Jeffries
Looking bak, now that time has
the
subdued our grief and healed
worst of our wounds, the training of
humorous
Jeffrie seems the most
things in the annals of pugilism. He
was Burrounded by word painters ar
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Etiip. They pounded each other lite
a ouplo of blacksmiths hammering
iron. Sullivan had the best wind and
the most beef, and won. From that
day until the balmy evening in New
Orleans when he surrendered me title
to Corbett, Sullivan never learned
anything uever developed anything.
He was a natural fighter after the
cave man style. He was fierce and
fearlesB, and his stowi won several
of his fights. Had he received a good
whipping in his younger days, he
might have learned a few things, but,
as history was written, he didn't need
u. y knowledge, for he had the lucK
of meeting men of his own kind. It
it true that Mitchell was a scientific
fighterwhen he fought hut sprintHe
ing wae his favorite exercise.
and Sullivan met In France. Mitchell

On the fourth day of July, in this
year of sja.ee, M2, Hon. John Arthur
Johnson demonstrated beyond a
that he is entitled to his
epic writers, representing syndicates
proud position as heavyweight chamand magazines, and they called him
pion, at least, ro far as white aspirnames they couldn't understand. They
ants for the honor are concerned.
referred to him as an abysmal brute,
Hon. James llynn, who met Mr. Johna paelozol pachyderm, a primordial
son in joint debate upon that fateful
pet
whatyoumayralllt, and other
Fighter Born, not Made '
of the kind. JefTries never was
day, was generally recognized as th
names
He had in bis bosom the spirit of
best of our white hopes, amynothlng !
in repartee, and this sort of
Columbus, 'William Tell happy
Christopher
bcould
more futile or trifling than
on. his nerves and interfer-- j
got
thing
and half a dozen othtr herots.'.He was
his performance in the ring. Few of
ed with his training. Moreover, all
.
, the
the sports there present had any Idea
photographers in the world were
that he was destined to vindicate the tic
and the click, click of the ca
there
of
Arc, and the
voices, like Joan
meras
proud Caucasian race, but the public
irritated him beyond measure. romped around the ring, and panting
voices told him that he. was destined
His training was carefully, planned .John tolled after him in vain. Even
sympathy was with him until ho re- to
be
wipe away such blots as might
sorted to tactics unbecoming an officer
and was intended to produce the the French were diaguBted with that
upon the escutcheon of the white out,
are
fair
a
and gentleman. The sports
fit man. James J. Corbett fisht.
Ideally
race. For a time it seemed that the
men, as a rule, and they hold that
looked
the technical side and Sullivan and KUrain Fought 3 Week
after
had given him a
mystic voices
If a fighter Is determined to box with
It must be a great humiliation to
Joe
after the psychological
Choynskl
straight tip, for he severely punished
e
his head he should wear, a
Honest
a
John in his old age to reflect
should
have
been
side.
Choynskl
Marvin Hart and Mike Schreck and
sonatas
he
of
and
or
a
that
glove on it
spent the best part of his life
composer
poet
other relics of a prehistoric
The sympathy for him - dwindled sundry
hia mischievous des trying to whip Jake Kilrain and failtime. The people were so eager to nocturnes, but
made him a fighter. He was go- ed. The fact that he couldn't obliaway before the fight had progressed
have a real hope that they greeted tiny
in
its
and
place'
two
to
train Jeffries to the strains of terate this Kilrain person is the best
rounds,
through,
victories as though they ing
thee
there arose an Increasing respect for were tawdry
music. Jeffries soon was tir- measure of his ability as a fighter. Kiluplifting
genuine triumphs, and the Okla
ed of all these theories and theorists rain was a newspaper champion, dug
Johnson, who fought In a refined and homa
own
engineer was, taken at his
He refus- - from obscurity by people who had a
scholarly manner, observing the rules valuation. Then, in an evil hour, he and became unmanageable.
laid down by Hoyle. And now that,
hH I prejudice against John L. He wan
follow
to
ed
but
rules,
spent
any
consented to meet that giant killer,
his
the smoke of battle has cleared away
and
there
and
slow, awkward and muscle-bound- ;
time
fishing,
hunting
.and he. was cut off and that
and we can view the late uprlsini Flynn,
was despair In his camp. He never feet didn't track right, and he always
Since that fateful
without
without passion or prejudice. It Is only occasion remedy.
was celebrated for his sunny disposi- was in danger of falling over himhe has been hanging around
or
one
Is
the
fair to say that Johnson
tion. He never "had an impulse to self. After- much elocution and writconthe fringes of pugdom, trylng-tfaireBt and most decent men ever
of essays, he and Sullivan met
vince the innocent bystanders that ,be write optimistic poetry, urging peo ing
known In the prize ring, and his comone
to
hot day In J8S7. They fought
dance
and
sing.
by
Exasperated
ple
is still Is a hope though a deferred
outdoors with bare knuckles, and one
and
word
plexion is all that prevents him from
the
photographers
pajnters,
sick
the
but
one, making the heart
should have been carried
being the most popular pugilist of his
have turned from him to other trainers, he became more disagree- ' of them
time. He has many charms and graces sports
on a. door Inside of half an
with
a
able
bear
than
the
away
proverbial
manufactured- hopes.
.'
of manner, he is tirelessly good
hour. They slugged, and wrestled, and
sore hand.
are
like
Great
poets,
great
fighters,
is
he
favors,
he appreciates
A State of Mind Whipped Jeffries walloped, and played leap frog and
not made, and none of the galgenerous, and he is loyal to his born,
Back of all this, however, was the neither could get up steam enough to
of
young white heavyweights
axy
friends.
sense of responsibility that preyed up- put the other out of his misery.
Somewhere in the
looks prmislng.
Smiled his Statewide Smile
for three
on his spirits and destroyed his rest When they had fought
be a young farmthere
may
country
talked
While Flynn- was training he
and undermined his strength. As time weeks or so, and had trampled down
a great deal, and he never wearied of er or bricklayer possessing the spark went by and Jeffries realized how mojrt of the herbage south of Mason
of genius, in which ca.se he will make
the sports were depending and Dixon's line, Kilrain found himtelling the, dire things he was going
ris- absolutely
to do the champion. He referred to his debut in the time, honored way,
him to "vindicate the race," the self too exhausted to get up, and said
upon
Johnson in contemptous terms and ing to the stars through difficulties burden developed into an Old Man of that "nature could endure no more."
Into the
called him by insulting names. These as it were, and not breaking
He felt much as a man might Nature wasn't suffering but the fight
an
or be- the Sea.
as
a
of
result
impulse,
ring
tales were carried to Johnson, and he
feel upon who devolved the work of was ended, and it was considered a
cause he is so heavy that he strains
merely smiled a statewide smile and
saving a bank, in which weer depos- great triumph for the champion of
remarked: "I certainly do feel sor- the village hay scales.
ited the 'savings of the countryside. champions, the Invincible,, etc
A Title Suddenly Enhanced
ry for Mr. Flynn." When Johnson
It was a state of mind that whipped
Sullivan was not only ignorant of
The last of the great fighters de Jeffries.
was a young man, dreaming dreams of
all ring science, but he had a pro
future eminence In his learned pro- parted from the stage when James J.
When he appeared in the ring on found contempt for it. "Lay on,
fession, he was employed as a porter Jeffries retired to his alfalfa farm that fateful day, many a man must
was his
ring theoto have groaned in his heart. He looked
In a Texas saloon. He seldom own- after the catastrophe at Reno,
ry. When he was matched with that
ed as much as a quarter, and there brood over things that might have a hundred years old. His bald head young and tender stripling, Jim Corwere times when he had nothing to been. That Reno affair was the su- accentuated his venerable appearance. bett, he refused to train for the eveat. A few Texans who believed in preme tragedy of pugilism, and there His face was gray and haggard, tbere ent. He would knock a hole through
his pugilistic ability befriended him in are thousands of sports who can't re- was none of the old lust of battle, the youth, and thus rebuke all these
fer to it without indulging in tears, none of the Berserk fury In his eyes. new tangled Ideas. When they enterjne way or another. After the
at- - "Reno. 'when " Johnson, r for Idle tears'.""." The heavy weight cham- Ha looked a sacrifice, and a sacrifice ed the
ring Corbett seemed ridiculthe first time In his life, had plenty pionship title, after the retirement of he was. At the opening of the battla ous, he was so slender, eo .white, so
of money in his possession, one of Jeffries from the ring some time pre- Johnson grasped hlB wrist and twisted effeminate, by contrast with the burly
Ws first acts was to send money to viously, had been kicked around like his .arm around behind him, a thing Sullivan.
The crowd felt sorry for
Jeffries no man could have, done In his bet- him, and the band
houn' dawg.
those Texans, then. reduced to penury the Missouri
played "Where is
by the exigencies of the sporting life. handed it to Marvin Hart as a thing of ter days. Conndlsseurs who noticed My Wandering Boy Tonight?"
But
A dozen such anecdotes might be re-- : little value, and Hart surrendered It that incident realized that It was when the fighting
began, Sullivan was
a fighter' whom merely the shell of Jeffries that was as
lated, all .tending to show that John to Tommy Burns,
helpless as was Flynn In the1 pres'
Arthur has a good heart in him. As Nature intended for a grocer. Thai fighting. After a poor, spiritless fight, ence of Johnson. It was a traction
a final , tribute to his sterling 'worth title, which had been a mere, bauble Johnson was declared the winner and engine
battling with a streak of lightit may be noted that after winning for. some- time, was greatly coveted pugdom shrieked when James J. Jef-jie-d ning, and the lightning won. The huge
"his fight he behaves himself modestly by John Arthur Johnson. .All the
fell.
bulk of the champion of champions
and makes no effort to stain the con- days' of the years of his pilgrimag
Johnson's Wonderful Luck
fell, and wheat was the fall thereof.
he had yearned for It with a great "Johnson's title to the championship But
tingent red.
he was majestic in defeat. StagFlynn was helpless In his hands; yearning. He pursued Tommy dili- was confirmed, and the Indications gering' to his feet, he faced the audiand when It is remembered that Flynn gently, until that gentleman reluctant are that he will hold it many years, ence and said: "If 1 had to be whip
. was
the most promising of the white ly consented to meet the black.. They unless one of his own race wrests it
ped, I'm glad to be whipped by an
one can realize how many met, and Mr. Burns was extinguished from him. There Is no whits man in American."
nopes,
The fact that he didn't
weary kilometers from the champion- It was surprising how valuable that sight who has the necessary skill and have his sheet music with him was
ship those hopes are. Palzer, Morris, title) become, when once It was in the address. He may hold it as long as all that prevented him from singing
McCarthy, Stewart, Kennedy and the possesion of Johnson. It suddenly be John L. Sullivan held it, and for a a few stanzas of "The Star Spangled
Test of them are zealous young men, came a priceless thing, embodying the similar reason. Nowadays some of
Banner."
patriotically anxious to restore the honor of the race. It was the crown the sporting writers are saying that
An Era of Art In Fighting
laurels to their race, but they are jewel of the sporting world, and un Johnson Is the greatest fighter that
and then began the greatest
There
manufactured fighters. Since the cat- less it was restored at once, Freedom ever lived; they used to sayi the same
has ever
pugilistic era the world
cease
to
would
unfurl
standard
her
Reno
two
years ago any
astrophe at
thing of Sullivan. They were wrong seen, In those days there were giants
young man who' is 'built like a cathe- to the air on her mountain height.
then, as they are now. Johnson never in the land. Such men as Corbett,
There arose a clamorous call for has defeated a good man In first class
dral,, and who announces an ambition
FItzslmmons and Jeffries lend luster
to whip Johnson, is sure of a respect- James J. Jeffries. When the ancient condition. He has had wonderful
t0 their much abused profession. TJn
a
hole they went af luck. He
ful hearing from the sports, who take Romans got into
whipped the ghost of 'Jef- like the
wallopers of the
the black ascendancy too seriously ter Cihcinatus, and he left his plow fries and that was his greatest
Sullivan 4ype, they studied their busihusk-ers
And so we have a galaxy of corn
handles and straightened things out achievement. The fact that he didn't
ness. They believed In art for art's
and engineers and architects pain- for them. So the modern Americans, finish Flynn inside of nine rounds,
sake. Corbett was a poem in action,
fully endeavoring to fit themselves for in the hour of their Btress and tra when he had him at his mercy, argues a
poem In swinging meter, while FItzthe supreme achievement. They leok vail, called upon Jeffries. This great that he lacks a good
punch. He hits slmmons was a poem In blank verse.
until and good man, who had hoped to quick, sharp,
good, being large and beefy,
lacerating blows, and He lacked the grace of Corbett, but
some real test comes,' and then they spend his declining .years under his makes an
atagonist look like a he had the punch, which was more
are no longer hopes. Kauffman seem- Vine and fig tree, contemplating the slaughter house
product, but he car-ris-e vital. He Invented
and developed
ed promising. He had a good record, swing of the Pleadies, responded nob
no extinguisher. Had he been new blows and used them with
prohe was large and muscular, had box- ly, like Strong Herminus, or Spurius able to knock Flynn out, It is- reasonfound effert. Jeffries began with no
ed with Johnson and knew the game. Lartius, when Horatlus asked ' for able to suppose that he'd have done
other asset than brute strength, but
Hut he was a light that failed when volunteers to keep the bridge with it, for Mr.
Flynn annoyed him
he burned the midnight oil and studiThat rude him. Forsaking his 'cabbage patch, throughout the fight. Savantsgreatly
he .encountered Flynn.
and ed the old masters, and developed a
thinkers believe that Johnson wouldn'f defense that baffled the most adroit
have, lasted long had he been pitted of his adversaries.
asalnst FItzslmmons when that pheThere is no fighter now In the pubnomenon was at his best. FItzslmmons lic
eye who deserves to be ranked witlf
was as quick as Johnson, and he hit these three.
It would be expecting too
affected
the
with
the
liniments, blistering
parts,
application of like a triphammer.
Rubbing
much to look for an endless supply
plasters, and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in reJohn L. Sullivan, the most adulat- of such men. They come In
But such treatment does not
groups,
lieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism.
ed of all pugilists, the champion of
does
reach
not
its
because
it
source.
of
Rheumatism
the
rid
disease,
just as the great poets came in the
get
champions, the Invincible, had John- time of Shakespeare, and
comes from an excess of uric acid in the blood. This acid acts as an
again In
tant to the nerves, muscles and joints, and produces the inflammation son's luck. In al the years of his the time of Byron. Today there are
characteristic
of
and
the
trouble.
and swelling,
sharp cutting pains
championship he never met a good no great poets and no great
pugilists.
VVnen tne Diooa is overburdened with uric acid,
man.,- - He held the title because he
But let us not despair. The darkthinner
and poorer in nourishing qualiit grows
ties. Then Rheumatism becomes chronic and lived In an era of fourth raters. For est hour is Just before the dawn, and
not only a painiui dui a dangerous disease. You ten years there was no heavyweight the deliverer may come from the back
can get rid of Rheumatism by purifying the blood in this country or Britain worthy of precincts of Oklahoma or Missouri
with S. S. S. This vegetable remedy goes into the the grand old name of
fighter.
any day.
circulation, neutralizes and removes the uric acid, Sullivan Had a Punch In His Scowl
and by building up the thin, sour blood, safely and '
Sullivan's first Important fight was . Irrigation makes a
thing grow, essurely....cures the disease. S. S. S. makes rich ," with
lii-1u:V.
:i j nerves,
Paddy Ryan about 30 years ago. pecially a thirst.
j vuiuu
excited
nuuiiaiiiL;
Lt'juu,
quicis
eases the painful muscles and joints and filters out They were bruisers cf the old school
acid
from
die
uric
Book on Rheumof
system.
They knew nothing of
The fellows with lloull eyes don't
irritating
there
every particle
SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA,
JZT
was nothing subtle In their workman
atic and advice free.
always liquidize.
re

five-ouue-

nat-mre-

'

Mac-Duff,- ",

-
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GET DID OF RHEUMATISM
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WHY

THE HORSE TREMBLES

Asking Zeus To Improve Him, the God
Created and Showed Him the
Camel.

"Father Of beasts and of men!" so
pake the horse, approaching; the
throne of Zeus "I am eald to be one
of the most beautiful animals with
which thou hat adorned the world;
leads tne to believe
and my
It Nevertheless, might not some things
la me still be Improved T"
"And what la thee, thlnkest thou,

DETROIT GETTING

Mystery of the
Orchid Gown

TO BE AN OLD

DM IE

eelf-lov- e

admits of Improvement?
Speak!
am open to instruction," said the
god with a smile.

I

"Perhaps," returned the horse, "I
ihould be fleeter if my legB were taller
and thinner. A long swan neck would
not disfigure me. A broader breast
would add to my strength. And, since
thou hast once for all destined me to
bear thy favorite, man the saddle
rhlch the well meaning rider puts up--n
me might be created a part of me."
"Good," replied Zeua, "wait a moment!" ;'
Zeus, with earnest countenance, pronounced the creative word. - Then
Bowed life Into the dust; then organized matter combined; and there stood
before the throne the ugly camel.
The horse saw, shuddered and trembled with fear and abhorrence.
"Here," said Zeus, "are taller and
thinner legs; here is a long swan-nechere Is a broader breast; here
Is the created saddle!
Wilt thou,
horse! that I should transform thee
after this fashion?"
The horse still trembled.

CITY TODAY BEGINS CELEBRATION OF HER TWO HUNDRED
AMD ELEVENTH BIRTHDAY.

"I ant head over heels in work," announced Dorothy, bursting in on Marjory, "but I Just had to run over to
hear all about last night's dance. Who
went with whom and what did everybody wear?"
"I don't know anything about last
night's dance for the simple reason
that I wasn't there," answered Mar-

Detroit, Mich., July 22. The Cadll- laqua festival, in ce'ebration of the
211th anniversary of the founding of
De.trolt by Antonio de la Motte Cadil
lac, the French soldier of fortune, was
ushered In today, with the city gorgeously decorated and filled with visitors as never before in her history.
All that the rounding out, of two
centuries of progress and develop
ment, of building and expansion, of
growth In population and business, of
goals gained and ambitions realized
of work performed and projects com
pleted, of Ideals attained and problems solved, of things done mean
to a city is what Detroit will cele
brate during the week beginning today.
It was on July 24, 1701, hat Cadil
lac arrived at the site of the future
metropolis with fifty soldiers and fif
ty Canadian traders and artisans, and
established Fort Pontchartrain on the
banks of the river. Two days later
he laid the foundation rtone for St
Anne's church. In thlB cnurch, some
two years later, Detroit's first white
child, a daughter of Cadillac, was baptized.
The French called tho new settle
ment "In Ville d'EtroIt." The popu
lation of the village was Increased la
1749 by the arrival of ihalf a hundred
Immigrants, who came in response to
a proclamation of the governor-genera- l
of Canada offering a subsidy to
new settlers. Later there were more

jory.

"You weren't there?" gasped Dorothy. "Why, I left you at six o'clocK
raving about the wonderful time you
expected to have. With my very own
eyes I saw you shampooed, manicured,
massaged and made ready for the big
event For a half hour I stood admiring your new orchid gown. Now you
sit there and calmly say, 'I wasn't
there!' Explain! Say something, or
I'll shake you."
,
"As you say," began Marjory, "when
you left me I was all booted and
spurred for the dance, except my
dress. About an hour betore expecting Jack I went to my clothes closet
and to my amazementmy orcnld gown
was nowhere to be seen.
"I took all my clothes out of the
closet, returned them to their places,
removed everything again and put
"Go!" continued Zeus. "Be Instructthem back. No results!
ed, for this once, without being pun"I knew positively that when you
ished. But to remind thee, with oc- were here my dress was peacefully
casional compunction, of thy presump hanging in the left hand corner of my
tion do thou, new creation, continue!" closet. What or who could have spirZeus cast a preserving glance on the ited It away? No othef article of tnj
camel.
"And never shall the horse wardrobe was missing.
behold thee without trembling."
From
''Frantically I called mother, father,
Lesslng's Fables.
sister, brother. Together we searched
every nook and corner of the house
During the frenzy of the hunt I even
PICTURE OF MODERN
LIFE found myself looking In my thimble
case. No use! That dress was gone."
"I can well Imagine your agony,"
Little Telephone Conversation Between
Husband and Wife That Hits Off
sighed Dorothy.
"There was nothing for me to do,"
Modern Conditions.
said Marjorle, "but call up Jack, exImMr. Jones (at the telephone)
Hello, plain matters and tell him It was
Is that you, dear?
possible for me to go."
arrivals. Including large parties ot
- Mrs.
"My heart bleeds for you,", moaned exiled Acadians.
Jones (at the other end) Yes,
wear
didn't
you
Edward.
Dorothy. "Why
youi
The population of
reached
'
Mr. Jones I won't be home for din- pink?"
50d in 1796, and 770 in 1810. In 1840
"It's at the cleaner's."
ner tonight and probably not until
"Your yellow?"
it was 9,192, in 1830, 21,019, in 1870.
very late afterward. Don't alt up for
"It's at the dressmaker's, being; re- 79,577, In 1890, 205,876 and In 1900,
me.
Mrs. Jones What Is It, lodge night, modeled."
The latest
285,704.
nus, taken in
"You could have borrowed one ol
or work at the office?
a nopulatlon of
1910, gave Detroit
mine."
Mr. Jones Neither. Collins and the
"The waist would hare been too 465,766, an increase of 65 per cent in
gang want me to stay here at the club
'
'
ten years.
for dinner and there's to be a little long and the skirt too short"
"What did Jack Bay?"
In 1774 the first civil government
game in the evening. I think I can
"He felt dreadfully. We were to was provided
bring home a few dollars to you for a
the British for Dehave led the cotillon. Being chair- troit and the by
new hat or something.
surrounding territory.
Mrs. Jones Oh, very well. But If man of the entertainment committee, In
1796 the town came into the posdance
to
to
Al
the
had
he
anyway.
go
youose, don't you dare say anything
to me about what I dropped at bridge for me, I threw my miserable Belt on session of the United states and was
the bed and cried myself to sleep.
The
occupied by American troops.
yesterday. .And Edward-- Mr.
dreamed all night of Jack dancing town was Incorporated in 1802 and
Jones Yes, dear.
In
closet
orchid
around
gown.1
my
my
Mrs. Jones Come home moderately
three years later It became the seat
"But what could have become ol of the territorial
sober. Stick to beer. The last time
government of Michyou mixed 'em and. you remember it that dress?" demanded Dorothy.
The
first
igan.
paper
printed In Dewhen"
took two of your friends and a cop to
arose
this
I
morning,
"Well,
In
troit
1809.
On August
i
when
I
be
home.
one
won't
appeared
and everything,
up
bring you
angry at every
you come home don't wake me.
stepped to my closet to get my kimo- 16, 1812, General riull surrendered
no. Believe me or not, In the left Detroit to the British arid
they rehand .corner hung my new orchid tained possession for a little more
-'
Thornless. Blackberries.
- gown!"
a
steamI have heard of thornless blackber"At first I thought i was still dream than year. In 1818 the first
boat
from
here
arrived
Buffalo,
in
ries having been discovered in North
I
lng. Next decided that worry' had
Carolina and along the eastern coast, unbalanced my mind. Then I knew ft 1S24 Detroit was chartered as a city
but unfortunately the berries were not was neither a dream nor Insanity, but and John R. Williams was elected as
at any use for food. I have also grown a cold fact that my dress hung befor first mayor.
but not by any means thorn- mel
During the gala week there' will be
"I gave a scream whlah called thi
less, ones 40 years ago. Electricity was
also known for thousands of years, but entire family to my side, lncludin daily pageants on land, on the water,
It was worthless until developed.
Nora, our maid. They gazed at that and in the air. There will be athSteam was also useless as an aid in truant gown.
letic events and amusements of every
performing the labor of mankind until
Notables from many citdescription.
some one made It useful. It Is the
'"Nora, what do you know abou! ies of the United States and Canada
same with the thornless blackberry. It this dress?' I demanded, seeing an ex
have accepted invitations to be guests
delicious to eat, presslon of alarm on her face.
Is now productive;
;
of the city of Detroit.
"
for
In
valuable
and
Miss
every way
large
'Oh,
Marjory, she said,
On of the big features of the week's
food, and absolutely smooth like the don't know what made me do it
You'll never forgive me I know you program will be a great historical
twig of an apple tree. There are seed
less apples in existence today, but won't. I can't be so bold as to asa
pageant depicting the voyage of Cadilnone of them are of any commercial
you to. It's just terrible!'
lac and his landing in Detroit. More
value. There was once a
"'Well, go on,' I commanded.
stoneless plum, but It was not larger ' "'I answered a matrimonial adver- than 4,000 persons garbed in the dress
than a large bean, and was not fit for tisement last month,' walled Nora of the period will first be seen resthuman food. The bush was an
The gentleman wanted my picture, ing in their camp along the St. Clair
thorny one and the fruit abso- bad. I had not a decent stitch to weai river. As Cadillac completes his voy1
lutely useless. Now there are, growing for stylish flashlight photograph.
age he will be met by a fleet of veson my farms, splendid prunes and knew you weren't going to wear thai
sels. The fleet will be made up of
I which
stoneless.
Nature
so
are
so
there
dress
last
made
I
plums
night,
several United States revenue cutbusiIs
man's
bold
two
to
a
and
borrow
to
as
us
for
hint
it
It
hours
gives
ness to carry out the work to produce have my picture took. I didn't do It ters, six vessels of the naval reserve
no harm. Please forgive me, Misa and many private yachts.
results. Luther Burbank in the Christian Herald.
Marjory. I'll never do It again.'
On setting foot in Detroit the
"There," finished Marjory, "yon French explorer will be met by Unithave the explanation of the mystert
ed States regulars from Fort Wayne,
ous disappearance."
Shooting on an English Estate.
,
the Essey Fusliers ot Canada, the
A gentleman from London was invited to go for "a day's snipe shootMichigan militia, and marines from
Pike Once High Priced Fish.
The invitation
ing" In the country.
The pike is a fish for which now the United States revenue cutters and
was accepted and the host and guest there is little demand. Yet Edward L, the naval
reserves, who will escort
In
shouldered guns and sallied forth
who regulated the prices of different him to Grand Circus Park. He will
quest of game.
fish, that his
might not be be met at the park by a band of InAfter a time a solitary snipe rose, at the mercy ofsubjects
the venders, fixed the
dians, the chief of which will present
and promptly fell to the visitor'8 first values of
pike higher than fresh salbarrel.
more than ten times that him with a pipe of peace. He will
at
and
mon,
The host's face fell also.
then be formally received by Goverof the best turbot.
"We may as well return," he re
are
nor Osborn of Michigan and the offiPike
to
live
supposed
longer
marked, gloomily, "for that was the than any other fish. In
of their cial representatives of Detroit.
spite
only snipe In the neighborhood.
former popularity as food. Gesner reOne
ot the week Is to be givThe bird had afforded excellent
lates that in 1497 a pike was caught en overnight
weeks.
six
for
to
friends
a
all
mammoth industrial pato
his
sport
In Suabia with a ring attached, Inscribed "I was first put into this lake rade, with floats representing the proby the hands of the Governor of the gress of the various manufacturing
Wireless to Synchronize Clocks.
All public clocks In the German em Universe, Frederick IX, October 6, and mercantile interests of the city.
1230."
Then there will be an automobile paplre will hereafter be synchronized
rade la which 8,000 motor cars will
by means of wireless telegraphy. A
Proof of "Gentle" Ancestry.
master clock in a new station now
take part, the object being to call atAccording to the Revue Sientiflque, tention to the fact that
being constructed at the town of Fulda
consideraoly
will actuate the radiotransmitter every it is possible to trace in modern and
The tower over the station quite poor people the marks of armor-bearin-g more than half the automobiles made
minute.
The wearing of in America are built In Detroit.
will be 300 feet high. A census recentancestry.
In the hope of making their city the
ly taken of the public clocks in Lon- casques and armor pressing on the
don shows the importance of such a necks and bodies of generations pro- future water-sport- s
center of Ameris
which can ca the committees have arranged an
project, because a total variation was duced certain
found of twenty-on- e
minutes, from be found today on members of familslow to fast. Only 3 per cent of the ies "not In good social position;" But elaborate program pf aquatic sports.
timepieces gave the correct Greenwich investigation has proved they are of
I
time.
gentle descent
Old papera for saw. Optic office.
.
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succeeded?
how many are alive toIs
no
it
day
easy nutter tr. crca:e
a new national party and mak3 it !ive.
ESTABLISHED 1879.
It is next to impossible, in fact. The
Published By
new party attempted by Mr. Roosevelt
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
will be no exception, because there is
no reason for its existence except tr.
(Incorporated)
Roosevelt himself and his ungratl-fieambitions. The "progressive"
H. M. PADGETT.
i. .EDITOR
republicans if. they have a substantial majority in the old party, which
they insiBt they have will make the
republican party the national progresUnder the cirsive party henceforth.
no
sensible
cumstances
,.
East
republican
Entered
the poatoftice at
Lu Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmis- "progressive", can .afford to give up
sion through the United States mails such a. party to fqllow the fortunes
is seeking to lie
of a leadi-.
M second class matter.
ident once too. often.
o
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
'....I .05 GETS A LIFE SENTENCE
Per Copy
IS
One Week
65
One Month
CRIME
7.50 FOR ATTEMPTED
One Tear
Daily by Mall
W.OO
One Tear
TRIED TO WRECK
Six Month
, J.00 BOY WHO
'
TRAIN1 IS SEVERELY
PUNISHED
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
GROWER
Casper, Wyo., July 22. Phil Wat
12.00 son, a
One Year
youth, who In revenge for hav1.00
Biz Month
been
ing
put off a "Northwestern train,
attempted to wreck a train by placing
iOash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- ties on the rails, haa been sentenced
to Imprisonment for life. Judge Car
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money penter, In passing sentence, said that
'
order. If sent otherwise we will not In the- event of "good behavior lie
would
later
be
willing to sign a petiresponsible for loss.
'
for'
a
tion
pardon.'
on
free
applicatSpecimen copies

Gi)C

gaily
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ion.
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

GOVERNOR HAY CALL
SPECIAL

A

SESSION

Advertisers are guaranteed the,
largest dally and weekly circulation IP COUNTY OFFICIALS WILL MAKE
f any newspaper In Northwestern
KNOWN THEIR WANTS

'

New Mexico.

TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
KSTW9 DEPARTMENT

HE WILL ACT.
Albuquerque,
....Main 2 ernor., William
Main 9 in' the city las

N, M., July 22. GovC. McDonald arrived

night for a brief stay.
He had been at Silver City attending
the' closing' exercises of the Normal
. MONDAY, JULY 22, 1912.
school theiie,'n&i at ian Marcial all
b
day yesterday- - While here the gov
on
ernor talked
the county salaries
IU' DESERT?
question" and Intimated that he might,
From the standpoint of those lead-er- a possibly, perBails, Call a special ses
of, tbs. new "progressiveiBm" who sion of the legislature to enact a sal
bavft , never been republicans and ary bjll, if certain conditions were
,,
neveB taKea any pride In the record compliejjth,.
The ..governor started oft his stateand achievements of the republican
party, there need be no hesitancy in ment with .he announcement that if
severing relations with the old or- the county officers would get together
ganization and Joining a new one. and name a scale of salaries which
But republicans orea1 bona fide re- were fair and equitable to themselves
publicans ought to have very strong and to 'the people, they might stand
reasons-fomaking such a change. some chance of getting a special sesThey ought to be thoroughly con- sion oalied."1 He gave the impression
vinced that the reforms which they that he would like to see such a scale
Relieve are of Vital Importance to the have the unanimous, or almost unanination are hopeless of accomplish- mous endorsement of all the officers
ment through the old organization in the different classes o counties,
and that the proposed new party will but later modified tula idea by 'stati"be large enough and strong enough ng that he would like to gee the ofand honest enough to makt them suc- ficers of each county make such a
;'
scale. '
ceed.
He declared'that no one could tell
But wihy should those republican
"progressives" so hastily despair ol him that the officers were all paying
the old party? In its many years of interest on the money uiey used to
usefulness it has achieved many vic- pay their dep'uties, and stated that
tories for progress. Why suppose the county officials were not sufferHe also stated that
that it cannot or will not achieve ing
still more. "Because It is controlled he had heard from comparatively few
ty the bosses" Is that the answ?ff of them ;i'n' regard Nib their desire for
But If the masses rf .the party are a special session.
The governor declared for a salary
progressive (and Mr. Roosevelt insists that they are, as shown by the schedule which would be fair alike to
overwhelming majorities m most of the people and to the officers, saying
'
the states that held primaries) it Is thafrhe ftelteved 'he" salary of a counto overthrow the ty office should be just enough larger
In their power
bosses and choose leaders and nation- than that paid for similar work in the
al committeemen who will do their business world to justify a man in
will.
If the large majority of the holding officoit, '
He stated that ii 4. special session
party membership are "progressives"
It certainly Is unnecessary and il were called) the responsibility for the
logical to abandon the party and legislation it might enact would, in a
start a new one In order to promote sense, rest upon him, and said he
progressive ideas and policies. Al wanted to havd some idea of a bill
ready the old national committee of which 'might be passed, as an assur"bosses" whose actions at Cticago ance that there would be no thirty
were condemned so loudly by the days of wrangling.
When asked' definitely whether he
Hoosevelt followers is out of office
and power. It can do no further would call a special session, the gov
'
hprm or good. The "repudiation" ernor said, in so many words: "You'll
of its members by their constituents have to ask somebody."
has
"But governor, we are asking some
in their failure to be
been pointed out by Mr: -- Roosevelt body right now," said nis Interroga'
'
many times. A new national commit- tor.
"I won't say that I won't call a
tee is now in office fresh from the
people, and presumably it is free special session, and I won't say that I
from boss control and influence.
will, and even if I did say, I reserve
As to Mr. Roosevelt personally, it the right to change my mind over-- i
'
is now or never with him. Having night." "
The governor objected strongly to
failed to get a third term through
the old party, he must get it through being quoted, saying that he cared
a new one or go down in humiliation. not what was attributea to him, but
But the i republican "progressives" that when quotation marks were
generally are in no such straits. If used, he wanted to be sure that what
they have a numerical majority of the was Inside them was right.
J. A. French, , state engineer, ac
old party they have the party and
can dominate . and make it ut
companied the governor as far as Al
as they tire. A great ; arty, buquerque on the way to Santa Fe
already thoroughly organized ami in continuing his journey on No. S last
power, is a much more promising and night.
potent agency for accomplishing
things than a party not yet formed
Some men are like postage stamps
and wihose future is uncertain, to say
time they
the least. Many new parties have in liot weather. The only
on them
stuck
when
Is
get
stick
they
the
party
republican
"been born since
U:
selves.
rv
came Into power. How many of them
'

very-much.-
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GIRL GERMANY WISHES DYUAN FRIEDMAN

MARRIES ON

TO DE ON SAFE

BREATHES HIS

COAST

SIDE

LAST

d

MISS

r-.- LV

BEKATHERINE
CRITES
BRIDE OF SAMUEL
STANLEY CURTIS.

COMES

Last Tuesday evening in Pomona,
Calif.,' occurred the wedding of Miss
Katherine Belle Crites, daughter of
Mrs. Emma D. Crites, formerly of this
city, and Samuel Stanley Curtis. The
Pomona Morning Times of Wednesday describes tho wedding as follows:
Last night" at S o'clock, m the home
at 330 Garfield avenue, in which he
will reside, Sattiul Stanley Curtis
claimed M?sS Krithryn Belle Crites for
hs bride, the ceremony be.ng solemnized at 8 o'clock. Rev.. Lorenzo Dow
Arnam, pa&tor of the First Methodist
church reading the simple service.
The house was beautifully decorated
in the wedding colors of green and
white, Shasta daises and palms being
used In the formation of an arch in
one corner of the ; irlor. Feathery
sprays of fern were entwined around
the chandeliers. The dining room was
prettily decorated with the California
flower, a basket of the blossoms gracing the center of the table. Preceding
the ceremony Miss Lulu Harris sang
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told," at
Curtis and nis
the close of which
bride, .who was a vision ot loveliness
in V gown of white silk chiffon trimmed with pearl, entered, unattended,
and took their placeB before th j min
ister. Following the ceremony and
congratulations, the wedding party
repared to the dining room, where a
wedding dinner was served. Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis will enjoy a unique wed
ding trip, which will take ln'all the
beaches along the southern coast of
California. "Both young people have
a host of friends in this city, Mr. Cur
tis holding a prominent' position, in
business circles. He Is the senior mem
ber of the firm of Curtis & Clark, and
own
up to several weeks ago, he was
He
grew
D.
O.
C.
grocery.
er of the
up in Pomona, having graduated from
the Pomona schools. He came to this
citv from Seattle a number of years

IS STORING MILLIONS OF BUSHELS OF WHEAT FOR
WAR USE.

PASSES
RETIRED
MERCHANT
AWAY AT HIS. HOME ON
THE WEST 6IDE.

Berlin,
july 22. A war which
would cut Germany off from the sea
would result inevitably
in mistfor-tun- e
and Germany would be starved
Into submission,
says Prof. Franz
Frohlich, a widely known German
historian and military writer. Professor Frohlich, who has written learnea
articles and books upon wars of the
past and the causes which brought
victory to one side ana defeat to the
other, urges upon the German government to purchase a million tons 61

Hyman Freldman, one of the oldest
resident of Las Vegas, died Saturday-nighat 9:45 o'clock at the Friedman
home on the West side. Mr. Friedman had been In poor wealth for tne
past ten months and haa been confined to bis bed for six weeks. During
the last several days he failed rapidly and his brother, Myer Friedman of'
San Francisco was telegraphed . tor,
arriving here last evening. Mr. Friedman, however, was conaclos
to, the
end and recognized ibis nlecg and
nephew-,-Mand Mrg. Harry Bowon
man, whd1 arrlved'from 5nta
train No. ' 2 oir the evening of his
death. The death of Mr. Friedman,
one of the best known and most highly respected men of this city, though
not sudden, was a shock to his many
friends and his loss Is mourned by

as a reserve "famine store."
;. Professor Frohlich' takes up the
Question of whether Germany pould
meet the exhaustive Grain of a war
and points out that the majority of
German writers have considered It
wholly from a financial standpoint'
He contends that there is another
point, almost as vital, to be considered, and that Is the question of subsistence in the event that a superior
naval power destroyed the mercantile fleet or cut off all, importations
of food stuffs. Professor Frohlich
takes a strong issue with Professor
Hans Belbrueck, Behrends and Vol- ker, three noted authorities, who said
several years ago that the German
nation had sufficient food resources
to feed its population during a
lengthy war without sea commerce;
that if need be, potatoes could be
used as a substitute for grains.
Professor Frohlich points opt that
the Importation of' grains reaches as
thousand tons
high as thirty-fiw-- .
w(heat

.

some
, J.uly,
and that It is evident it war should
suddenly be declared In that month It
would be a matter of few weeks before successful operations' on land
would be gravely
endangered by
famine which would contront .the nation if the enemy bad gained mastery
of the sea. He asserts tnat for physiological reasons alone,, potatoees cannot long be substituted for grains and
ago, having since made this hishome. other food stuffs because of the lack
Mrs. Curtis is the only daughter or of elements that ( are essential t0
Mrs. Emma D. Crites, asd in the five health, and that at boat, the supply
years of her residence in tnis city, she of potatoes would last only a few
has won a host of trends. Her for weeks.
Austria, continues the writer, canmer home was Las vegas, N. M.,
where she also has friends without not give a helping tharid. in the matnumber. Out of town guests at the ter of food and provisions because it
wedding were the following: Miss has all it can do, even in time of
Thurza.Mars of Santa Ana, and .Don peace, to feed its own people. Italy,
the third member of the triple alliB. Crites of Los Angeles.
ance, does not produce enouga for its
i .mi nm ft housewife you cannot own Bubsistence and has to lmpovt.
hlv hone to be healthy or Little is to be expected from the
v.
wnnhinra dishes, sweep- hence Germany must look to itugauuiui
ing and doing housework all day. self and prepare for such a continm
and crawling Into bed aeaa urea
"
"''
night. You must get out into the open gency,
oir nd fiiinllcht. If vou do this every
"The inevitable consequence of
day and keep your Btomach and bow n such a condition," writes Professor
els In good order by talcing unamuer-minot
you Frohlioh, "is that Germany must
Tahifit's when needed,
both
should become
healthy and only arm itself financially, but also fill
Its pantries and granaries. Just as
beautiful. For sale oy ail aeaiera.
in the great Julius tower at Spandiiii
A GIRL KIDNAPED
there lies a reserve war fund of 30
Last Saturday a
girl was million dollars, so also should Gertaken from the Alamito camp in the many always maintain a great reserve
Hicks and Jones ranch about 15 miles store of food, above all, grains. For
from Cuervo by two men and taken example, the government should purto. Santa Rosa where they applied tor chase, say 1 million tons of wheat,
a marriage license which the clerk which, well dried, should be Btored !n
refused to issue on account of the large granaries
As wheat will keep
girl's extreme youth. They left San- for years, it would be necessary to
ta Rosa Immediately and have not renew a small quantity every year.
been heard ot since although her fath- As to the question of cost, a million
er ha3 telephoned and telegraphed to tons of wheat could be "Sought for
all places where they would be likely about 50 million dollars, which Would
to show up, and offered 'a reward mean a yearly
loss of interest of
for their arrest.
about 2 million dollars. The cost of
The girl's home was 18 miles south igranaries and thejr; administration
s
million
east of Tucufcarl near Quay postofflce would be about
She came from her home with her dollars annually, a total yearly exbrother, Clarence Woody and his wife penditure of approximately three milabout the fourth of this month and lion dollars. was staying with them on the ranch.
"That addition to the .budget would
It seems that one of the men who be insignificant when it is considered
kidnaped her became attached to her that it may prevent jeopardizing a
of him successful beginning" of War through
and her people disapproved
famine. Conditions' and the population
very much. , . ,
The men approached the camp Just of Germany have changed so since the
as Clarence Woody was leaving and war of 1870 that the nation would bo
were not recognized by him. After confronted by entirely different probClarence wrs out of sight they asked lems than it was then. The populagreater.
permission of Mrs. Woody to talk to tion is more than
the girl and did talk to her in the Germany was at that time an agricul
house. The girl told them, or one of tural nation, now it is largely Industhem, she had made up her mind not trial. In view of the possibility ot
to get married until she. was IS. She being cut off from all' ocean traffic
was then asked to walk out to the in a war it develops' upon Germanv
buggy and did, so. Shortly afterwards to insure its independence of the se;v
saw the two men and In the matter of food for a least some
her sister-in-latho girl driving away at rapid speed. months after war begins. "
Cuervo Clipper.
n
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During the summer months
should watch
For soreness of the muscles, whethot
children
young
.
er induced by violent exercise or 'n-- for any unnatural . looseness of the
Jury, there la nothing better than bowels. When given prompt attention
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini- at this time serious trouble may be
ment also relieves rheumatic pains. avoided.
Chamberlain's Colic, CholFor sale by, all dealers
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can al
ways be depended upon. For sale by
Old papers for sale. Optic office all dealers.

SEE ! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
AND)
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many,
Mr. Friedman, who was a native of
Missouri, was lorn In St. Louis December 25, 1858, and was 53 years of
age. He was the son of Mr. and. Mrs.
Moses Friedman. The Friedman fam'Kansas,
ily moved to Leavenworth,
when Hyman was a young boy, and It
was in that city that he received the
greater part of his early education.
At 16 years of age he accompanied ri's
father to Las Vegas, being associated
with him in the wool and hide business.
Myer Friedman and family came
to Las Vegas several years later, and,
with Hyman Friedman took over the
father's wool business, under the
firm name of Myer Friedman and
Brother. A wholesale grocery department was added to the store, which
was one of the largest ' wholesale
grocery and wool establishments in
the southwest at that time. In 1885
the firm engaged exclusively in the
wholesale business. He retired from
active business In 1900.
. Mr. Friedman
was a man of learning. He owned one ft the finest private libraries in the southwest, and
in recent years has spent much of his
time with his books. He was a member of Congregation Montefiore..
Mr. Friendman, wo was a bachelor. Is survived by his mother, Mrs.
Moses Friedman, a brcher, Myer

Friedman, four sisters,.
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Capital, '$100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

V

$35,000.

Our Depositors Receive-EveryCourtesy and Ac- commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
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Pauline

Mrs. Emma Conn, Mrs. 1L
C. Lewis and Miss Hannah Friedman.
Mrs. Friedman, Miss Friedman and
Mrs. Emma Cohn are residents of
Las Vegas and it was with them that
Mrs. dapol-skMr. ' Friedman resided.
and Mrs. Lewis reside in Butte,
Mont., and Portland, Oregon, respectively, and, owing to the distance to be traveled neither will be
in Las Vegas to attend the funeral.
Myer Friedman'Tesides in San Francisco. He was in Las Vegas two
weeks ago, but returned to the coast,
as Mr, Friedman's conation seemed
improved at that time. Mrs. Harry
Bowman and Harold Cohn, daughter
and son of Mrs. Emma Cohn, also
survive Mr.' Friedman and were at
the bedside at the time of their unSapolsky,

y

,
,
cle's death.
The funeral will occur tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock from the Fried'-maresidence on National avenue
west of the Plaza. Interment will be
in the Jewish cemetery.

A. M. Mason,
Me., was badly

ffl

0HFOE1BS

POLPS

"NONE RESERVED"

BIII

OOR

GREAT JULY CLEARANCE SALE

farming near canaan.

crippled. with. Eciatic

rheumatism due he raya to uric acta
in his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pius
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black specks that were continually before my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective "for the various forms
ot rheumatism. O. G. Shaeler, Ilea
.. ....
Cross .urug Store..
,, ,0
SWEDISH ' SINGER AT DULUTH
Duluth, Min., July' 22; The' streets
of Duluth "are gay ly decorated with the
national colors of the. United States
and Sweden in honor of the throngs
of viistors here for thebig saengertest
of the Western American Union of
The festival had
Swedish Singers.
its formal opening today and will continue until Thursday.

In these days ot high coat or living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
ot bed and able to work in a few days
la a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Ba. Cat., bad
kidney and bladder tronbie.
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced
using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." Ills example la worth following. O. G.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
The optic prints an the news.

Smashing Reductions in all
Departments to Make Room
for New Goods
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favored
Ing that the
ending tbe inquiry and askiig for in

RESIGNS

struction.

13. F. Du
Clianne, of Deming, wau
U Laa Vegas today on business.

REA-

FQ3 OTHER SCENES

SON FOR QUITTING AS

DOES

SHE

BUT.

NOT

"STEAL"

Seattle, WaBh., July 22 United
AWAY, BEING DEPORTED
H.
States Dlhtrlct Judge Cornelius
STRUGGLE.
AFTER
Always inquire of us beHanford, whose conduct on the bench
has been under Investigation for
Last night Airs. Lulu Steele,
fore buying elsewhere as
was pardoned
who recently
nearly a month by a
of the house Judiciary committee, to- from the county jail owing to ill
our prices remain the lowday telegraphed his resignation to health, was packed bag and baggage
est for the highest class of
Taft. Hanford gives I!l on Santa Fe train Xo. 2 and shipped
President
Charles A. Spiess ltft yesterday atreason for his resigna- to Trinidad. Lulu, however, did not
as
the
health
1
uoim
on a short
on t,rain No.
lei
ready-to-wegoods, Dry
tion.
go without entering a "kick" againBt
J1.I1 to. Santa Fe.
commithouse
members
of
the
The
and the officials,
the proceedings,
Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
Mg. dairies Dahkiuit left this afteran unusual hour, who escorted ttie colored lady to the
noon for Trinidad from whence she tee,! assembled at
prepared to continue the hearing, but depot had thetr haajs full in putting
wilt- go to Cofteyville, Kan.
committee was not called to or- her aboard and keeping her there.
the'
J.
Mrs.
of
&
a
iri d iiut,Rn, guest
In a short time the committej
der.
"Missus" Steele used every possible
D.,'HauA,i lfii'this morning on the
Hoffman & Greolisrtli California
andi Judge Hanford'e counsel adjourn- tmeans to remain- 'behind,
but her
in
'her
home
for
Limited
ed It6 'n ante room, nd the ,nervous tricks and threats did not work with
'. .
SauraMsy'
six men and tbi. alter- the police. Officer Terry McGovern,
F. UMyefVSanta, Fe division Buper air about the
(The Popular Priced Store)
nate
departure and returnof th.. at- one of the policemen who escorted
iutendeiTt,. lTtost night on train No.
gave a hint to the people in the' lady to the train, was the object
torneys
Phon Mam 104.
8 on a short trip to the northern
room that Important confer-- . of the greater part ot the threats
court
the
part of thf.tiivtslon, .
were
ences
in progress.
and curslnfg, as what sne didn't call
C.
jyUigb. Quifc'Jejjind family and W.
3
Meanwhile Judge Hanford was call--e- d him isn't in Webster's unabridged.
Hurt and family returned Saturday
on the bench in an adjoining room Lulu tried the stunt of throwing a
afternoon from a two weeks' camping
to a motion calendar. Ha tit and fainting, but eva Oils dldn i
listening
".in'
,
Harvey canyon.,
trip
to
be under no greater strain have the desired effect, and when
seemed
Horace V, Kruse, ot Raton was In
weeks. About 10:15 o'clock train No 2 pulled out the colored
than
for.
from
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GQ TO
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
Chairman Graham of tha committee, dame was a passenger on board.
his home visiting his sister, Mrs. Ida
left .the building and then told the reMrs. Steele 'was 'arrested over a
Kruse McFarlane.
recommittee
when
the
that
month
ago on the charge of stealing
W. S." Jacobs left yesterday for San-- porter
assembled It would imjmediately jtake a gun and .was sentenced to six
ta Fe, where he will Join the party
a rumor had' i months in the county pail. However,
ot United States geological surveyors, a recess. By this time
caused by over- from the confinement "ner health
circulation
into
gone
Douglas. ,V.
working under
word "resignation"broke, and on the advice of physiclansS
Mr. and Mrs. J. 1 McKeever and hearing of the
ante
that
in
room,
and
the
Judge
through District Attorney C. W.
spoken
Buell' McKeever left last night for
G. Ward and Governor McDonald she
had
Hanford
resigned.
after
their home in Chicago,
spending
At Judse Hanford's chambers, the was pardoned. The( pardon took efmssaammtaaammm
several weejis here visiting friends.
son, Ned, told newspaper men fect about two weeks ago, and since
judge's
H. O. Snyder, an Insurance agent
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
father had resigned and was then the Only time she has been out
his
of Pueblo, was in Las Vegas' today that
a statement of bis reasons of mischief .was when, she was asleep,
preparing
Mr. Snyder made his
on, business.
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
The judge sat calmly at his desk, it is said. b. M, bteele, her husband,
headquarters in Las Vegas last win'
writing in his painstaking long is chef at the White Kitchen restauter.
CODES GOLDEN DEER ON
art
explanation of the motives rant. She is- said to have been a visitA. Mennet, traveling representative hand
his action. At 10:40 or at that place frequently since her
had
that
Impelled
-D- RAUGHTof the Charles Ilfeld company,-camreturned to the release from"the cooler. On the occa
Graham
Chairman
a
in
the
from
trip
in, 'Saturday night
committee to or- sion ot each visit the woman has at
called
the
All Brands of Bottled Beer
building,
southern part of the state, to spend
and
said:
der
tempted to "clean but the restaurant,"
Sunday at hdmet
and Bonded Whiskies
It Is alleged, and has threatened to
some
have
conditions
"Gentlemen,
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacnarach, and
to
kill Beveral of the employes of the
which
make
it
arisen
necessary'
Mauson, Herman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Family Trade Solicited
Short
The
a
committee
take
place, ' She seemingly was a
rece?.
rice Bendix, went to Mora yesterday
Wit2 o'clock:
"bad woman," and for che
in
be
will
recess
until
morning 'in. an automobile, returning
of
133
the community it was deemfor
Phone Vegas
nesses who have been , subpoenaet1 safety
home last evening..
to
send net out f town.
ed
bel here at that time."
best
will
G. Ward left yesterday
Mrs, W.
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Lillie Thompson, colored, a friend
to newspa
said
Graham
Chairman
will
afternoon for Koehler, where she
" '
'
of Mrs, Steele, who was arrested
visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs. permen:
Delivered Free.
'
'
"The committee has not a word to
days ago ""charged with treet
H. W. Heymann, who formerly were
'
say." It has no official information walking, and ws ordered to leave
;
residents of Las Vegas. ,
with the order
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Milton Hawkinson arrived last even- concerning anything which may have town, failed to comply
a
as
consequenca,
of
To
and,
the
court,
a
taken
Come and Try Your Luck
place."
"hypothetical"
ing from,, his home in McPherson, for
She
a several days' visit in Las Vegas question put by a reporter as to is again lodged (n the city Jail.
some
of
her
until
there
be
will
a
whether
of
the
kept
resignation
judge
with friends.
Mr. Hawkinson
was
re- friends can raise. enough money for
who
was
would
under
investigation
ADVERTISED' LETTER LIST,
a
resident of Las Vegas.
formerly
to get out of town.
Letters remaining uncalled for the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Bowman ar- lieve the committee frpm further her
to
Graham
declined
Chairman
duty,
week ending July. 20, 1912:'
rived Saturday night from their home
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
answer.
William T. Applewhite, Liam Baca, in Santa Fe," being c&Hed to Las
New York, July 22. The last sales
statement
th3
to
Hanford's
Judge
W. W. Burns, Miss Emma Burnes,
by the illness and death of Mrs.
on
the Stock Exchange todajfir ere es
follows:
Mabel
Bolden, Bowman's uncle,
public
E. E. Bluefield, Miss
Hyman Friedman.
follows:
constant
strain
under
Amalgamated Copper 83;
"The
almost
A. W. Brack, Browces Company 2,
J. S, Harlan, a contractor of AlbuMrs. Bertha M. Bartlett, Mrs. Teres-it- a querque, came In Saturday night from which I have worked for more thafi American Beet Sugar 128; Af,sMsoa
22 years has taxed but not exhausted 108; Great Northern 137;' New
Caicl, Miss Gavina Chaves, Ed
the Duke City to figure on the rePacific
T. J. Conway, Miss Bessie Dun-la- construction of the Danziger building, my power of endurance. I am not York Central 116; Northern
Southern Pacior
to
a
165;but
vacation
have
Reading
rest,
likely
121;
C. E. Dolsberry, W. E. Douglas,
destroyed by a Tecent fire on ,.the
C. Furnish,
a change of occupation will be a wel- fic 110; Union Pacific 168; United
Thomas Folaron, Dr.
West side.
I intend to practice law States Steel 70 ; United States Steel
Amelia
Gauna,
Miss
Rose' Gurule,
E. S. Metzler and family stopped come relief.
preferred 112.
Gonzales, Ben Grundig, John off in Las Vegas last night en route in Seattle.
"In the investigation which has been
R Gucum. Joe Goodman, Miss Eva from Denver to their home in Roswell.
DR WILEY'S SUCCESSOR.
of
Gordon, J. D. Gillispie, Mrs.' Emma They are making the trip In an auto- conducted by the
Washington,
Dave
tesJuly 22. The field- of
house
of
much
T.
the
Hogue,
representatives
Hitchings, Robt.
mobile, and departed across country
candidates for Dr. Harvey "W. Wiley's
Charles
been
witnesses
has
timony
given
Joyce,
Elmer
by
Harry
Hueston,
for Santa Fe this morning.
former job as the government's pure
Johnson, Mrs. Susie Jackson, 3. P. .Walter Jioke, Harry Wlngoj tjand who know me and by others ,who do
z
Fres-tiuefood expert has narrowed down to
' R. Wnot.
am
for
commendaI
the
Irter-nooLynch.Geronimo
grateful
Lewis,
Reii,Wlngj!'re,turned yesterday
a
less
than a half dozen men.
Mrs.
who
of
those
have spoken and
care Basilio Lopez 2,
from the Valley ranch whore tion
Dr. James H. Beal of Scioto, Ohio;
Lean-Ide- z
Mrs.
In
for
as
those
written
and
Martinez,
favor,
de
my
Chavez
they,tiad been for the past week or
H. E. Barnard of the Indiana departMartinez, Prudenclo Martinez, H. ten .days, "catching snags in the Pe- who have1 maligned me, I only wish to
ment of health, and Lucius Brown,
C.
Madison,
C.
I
be
would
ashamed
of
that
Miller,
Bob
E. Murray,
cos rver and killing time In the say
l
food inspector for Tennessee,
pure
If I had not incurred the enmity
F. E. McLean, Marion McCouley,
nearby IhlHa.
most prominently named
are
the
Reiff,
Earl
R.
A
such
as
are.
N.
Pratt,
judgle
they.
people
Padilla, E.
R. C. Dillon, manager of G. W. of;
Mon-ett- e
now under considerathose
Miss
is never so sure of being right as among
J. D. Rushing, S. Schloss,
Bond and Brothers' Mercantile comtion. The president soon may anSena,
been'
Conrada
Mr8when
his
has
work
criticized
Shroder. ,r
pany, of Encino, was a visitor In Las
nounce an appointment.
Mrs. Miguilita Sailas, Kirk L. Simp- Vegas yesterday and today. Mr. Dil- unfairly, and, without boasting, in view;
Sullivan,
that'-all
been
Char.es
of
that
has
and
may be
son G.- W. Selson,
P. lon formerly was a resident of Las said of and concerning myself and my
"I feel like a fish out of water,"
F. E.. Tracey, J. A. Tyre?, Guy
m
Gross
of
the
Vegas
employ
being
N. J.
the old bachelor when he
remarked
Whiton.
M.
I
am
work,
glad that my record is
Whitcomb, George
Kelly and Company.
realized that a summer girl had landit
Woolf.
is."
what
A.
"W.
, W. R. Smythe, state good roads enWiele,
ed him.
When calling for the above letters gineer, came in Saturday night from
letters.
.
Is
advertised
,
for
Washington
Surprised
please ask
Clayton where he has been f or the
of the
I
Washington,
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
STATEMENT '';;
pa6t two months, supervising" foad
of Judge Hanford was reand bridge building. Mr. Smythe will resignation
OF
CONDITION OF THE
TIIE
TITLES be. here: sererat days, going :.from this ceived with surprise. Members tf the
FOR MICHIGAN TENNIS
house
to
declined
judiciary coromytee
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
22. A good city to Santa Fe.
Port Huron, Mich., July
say whether hiir voluntary retirement
Morse
for
the
SchTbn,
;
S;
tennis
figant
players
field of high ranking
would result in tbij dropping of the At the close of business July 20th., 1912
of the Port Brothers Machinery, and Supply comsoRESOURCES
appeared on the courts
came In last evening from the case. Representative Berger, the
$ 180,811.01
Huron Tennis club today in readiness pany,'
of .Wisconsin who Introduced Loans and Discounts
cialist
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Mr.
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decide
Morse,
to
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KealEstte
for the annual tournament
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Securities....
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Mr.
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Rich and pure,
I, b. T. Hoskins, Treasurer of "the above
ed his appointment to the federal named
bank, do solemly swear that the above
o
doctor's bill to pay,
is true to the best of my knowledge
statement
indigestion--nof
bench several jnonths ago, but anothNo fear
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Dd belief..
D. T. Hoskins,
V
eat
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Post
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get
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this
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Written by MISS BENA AtllEE,
diciary committee today received a
Clark tfug 1ms,
h8 Leroy St., Btohamton, y. Y.
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Mr. George Guelph, king ot

England,
though he doesn't have to worry about
getting another term, has it all over
to
William II. Taft when it comes
So
has
Sun.
Baltimore
the
says
Jobs,
the Prince of Wales over Vice Presi
dent Sherman.
Mr. Taft is president of the United
of the
States and commander-ln-ohle- f
army and navy of the United States.
Vice President Sherman presides over
the senate, while waiting for something
t6 happen to the president which will
Ifut him on the job.'' When anybody in
this glorious repubulo talks to them
in
hej calls tlin plain "Mister", or.
the 'case of Mr. Taft, "Your Excellency." If he wants to be stylish, while
Mr. Guelph rates the appellation "Your
Majesty."
The official title of the king is His
Most Excellent Majesty George V. by
the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
of the British Dominions Beyond the
Seas, King, Defender of the Faith(Em-pero- r
of India,
In addition to being all th,e things
'
his title says he is, King .George
holds down quite a number of other
positions, and so does the Prince of
Wales. For Instance, he is colonel in
chief of a lot of regiments, and when
he feels like being In a parade and
wearing a gaudy uniform, all ne has
to do is to put on the clothes and
start the march. The best Mr. Taft
can do is to Join the Knights Tem-

plars or the Knights of Pythias.
Here are King George's Jobs in addition to the kingship of Great Bria
tain:
ij

!:

'iai "

,

Duke of Saxony.

and Gotha.
Sovereign ot the British Orders ot
Prince of

Saxe-Cobu-

Knighthood.
Field marshal in the army.
,

Honorary admira in the fleet
f
of the Household
Cavalry (Life and Horse Guards.)
Colonel-ln-chle- f
of the Grenadlef
Colonel-ln-chle-

,

.Guards.
Colonel-ln-chre-

of the Coldstream

f

guards.
Colonel-in-chie-

of the Scots guards.
of the Irish guards.
of the Royal artil-

f

Colonel-in-chie- f

Colon
lery.
,

jColonel-ln-chle-

,

of the Royal engin-

f

eers.

of the Tenth

Colonel-In-chie- f

of the Gordon High-

Colonel-in-chle- f

landers.
Colonel-ln-chl-

Hus-

'"'TH

sars.
'

of

TO FIGHT IN

'"'
"'

A TENT

Baron Renfrew.
Lord of the Isles.
steward or seneschal of
Grand
MITCHELL AND HERRICK WILL GO
Scotland.
NEW
ROUNDS IN
TWENTY
'
'
Duke of Saxony,
EL
NEAR
PASO
MEXICO
and Gotha.
g
Prince of
Saxe-Cobur-

thee ttiles, which
Wales
of
Prince
acquires when
the
he is born and before the king makes
him Prince of Wales, Uie present king
held a number of others, to which Us
son will probably succeed. They were;
Vice admiral in the navy.
Supernumerary general in the army.
Colonel-in-chie- f
of the Royal Marine forces.
In addition to

Jhor-oughl- y

.

to the

Earl of Garrlck.

col-Vrt-

j

tbe royal navy. Is entitU-bertbs:
Duke of Cornwall.
Duke of York.
Earl of Inverness.
Baron KUlarney.
Duke of Rothsay.

HAS MANY

f,!RS. STEELE LEAVES

Frank Springer left this atterjiocn
on a short business trip to, Colfax
'
'
,
county.,
Miss Marjf Lowry anil Miss Lorafternoon
raine Lowry-lef- t
yesterday
'
'
for Shoemaker. J
man of
W. M. MiHer, a
Albuquerque,! was in Las Vegas today
vis. ting, the tride.

GlHPll

GEORGE

111J81NQ INQUIRY

Fred Weil ot Cuervo was in Las
ACCUSED JUDGE GIVES HIS
Vegas today on business.

FOR REDUCTION

VtUA

miscellaneous

home and Indian organizations.

Captain general of the Honorable
artillery company.
The Prince of Wales, though quite
a young man and a midshipman in

Colonel-ln-chle-

of" the Royal Fusi-

f

5

liers.
Colonel-Inhie-

of

f

Highlanders.
Colonel-in-chie- f

i

- the

ii

Cameroi

otijthe King's Own

u,

Rifle corps.

Duke of
York's Own Indian regiment ,
Colonel-in-chie- f
of the. 18 regiments
of Australian light horse. , , , ,'.
Honorary colonel of the King's Colonials.
,
,(,
Honorary colonel of the First Ben. , ,
gal lancers.
Lord warden of the Cinque Ports.
,,,
Keeper of Doves Castle.
Grand Master of the Order of St
Michael ancf St. George.
Chancellor of the .universities of
-'(' i Wales and the Cape
Grand prior of the Order of St John
(. ) 5
of Jerusalem.
j J '
Master of Trinity,' hotjsf.l
High steward of Plymouth and
Reading.
'
Bencher of Lincoln's Jnn. ,
The last Job, that pf bencher of Lincoln's Inn, does not mean that he is
a chronio sitter in a pothouse. Lincoln's Inn is one of, the four Inns of
Court, the others being the Middle
Temple, Gray's Inn' an 1 the Inner
They are, Bpcletletj of law
Temple.
yers, governing the adpisslon 0! can- didates to the bar and having the
power of disbarment. A, Ipencher 0
one of the inns is a, governor, and
Colonel-ln-chle-

o....the

f

.

.

El Paso, Tex., July 22. Work will
begin in full swing on the new arena
across the Rio Grande in the Smelter
Valley this week and by the end of
the month everything will be in readi-nes- g
for the staging of the Jack
Mitchell fisUc battle, which
is to take place on August 4. The
match Is scheduled to go 20 rounds.
The promoters of the new fight

center have secured a three year
f
acre
lease on a one and
tract in New Mexico, located at a
point about opposite the end ot the
Smelter street car line. A foot
bridge is, now nnder construction to
connect the Texas side of the river
The arena
with the fight ground.
of
Itself will be on a high piece
ground to he known by the somewhat
flowery title of "Bohemia Height.
the heights rising full ten feet above
the river.
The fight on August 4, will he held
In a tent. It will have a seating capacity of around 2,500 and will have
the regulation ringside chairs. It is
planned to build a permanent wooden
arena later in the year that will seat
at least 3,000 persons. Fights will
he staged about semiprobably
one-hal-

monthly.

and Mitchell Will soon
into training for the match. The
two boyg fought in Juarez a couple
of months ago to a 20 round draw.
The weliminarles fbr the match
were arranged yesterday. There will
be two of them and they will he exclusively United States army. In the
first Kid Cox, of the Twenty-secon- d
Infantry, and F. J. Kyle of the second
valrv. will mix it for a
to weigh
go. Both boys have agreed
In at 128 pounds and have agreed to
of a $50 purse,'
fight winner take all
ArthrTf
second
preliminary
his' becoming a benches xyr$L. depend In the
..
War
Mike
and
Dierka
$3 wv
hay
upon which Inn he; Join'fcJ?;-"- .
matched for a IS round flgni The
boye will weigh In at 147 pounds' and
RANCHMEN DISCARD1 PONY
will scrap for a ?50 purse. Both of
Dallas, Texas, July 22. The" sight
the boys have agreed to tight ' winner
of. scores of automobiles' drawn lip' here
take all.
.
T'
today for the start of" 'the' 'fexas
'
;, ,
f
"""'l
tour caused
ranchmen's cro6S-6tat- e
or
N. J. Gorham,
cashier --fiao
the spectators to predict that the Woodville, Woodvllle. Ga., had a very
day Is not far distant when the cow severe attack of kidney trouble and
boys' pony, like the city horse, will the pains In his kidneys and back
soon be supplanted by the motor car. were terrible. "I got a bottle of ?oI-e-y
Pills from our druggist
The cross-stattour is confined ex and Kidney
they entirely relieved me. I have
clusively to cars owned, by ranchmen more benefit from them than any oth
and farmers, but despite .this limita- er medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red
tion there was no lack, of, entries in Cross Drug Store.
the contest. Several handsome troBuy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
phies and $1,000 in cash prizes will
be distributed among the winners. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is almost certain to be needed before the
The route is from Dallaso San An- summer Is over.
Buy it now and be
tonio and return, each touring car prepared for such an emergency. For
carrying not less than four passen sal by all dealers.
gers, and runabouts at least two pas
Read The Optlo.
sengers,
rr
,TWfc- TTarTtpk
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

.

ADVERTISED GOODS

,

"

,

'

Tetal....!-..............-

..;'

J

,

JinKles'fof whieb the Postum Co..
One of the 30
tn May.
Batae Creek. Mich., paid $..000.

ham of fehe
ing Judge Hanford's
nouncing the
Jurist's-resignation-

,

investigatconduct, an-

stat- -

H.
WK. G. Havdok

j'

1

J, H. Stkakns

DimcTOBS.

.

,

,

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-- .
, uct, but has put his personality and reputation "behind his
"'' '
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at take.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

tix

vrOAl
A

BUSINESS

, .

His Able
Effort

CENTRAL II O l EL

believe in paint
some

extent

think the handi
man Is about U
the case of pick

office.

"Not yet; which is a mighty good
thing for you. Better get busy and
distribute that mail. It bag been ly
ing there since the second delivery.

A. IL Lorenzen

DEALER IN

I

Heavy Hardware and

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Phone Main

71

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
;
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
West Side Plaza

!

....

0, YOUNG

lawn;movers sharpened

and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
.'

Street

520-6t- h

NEEDED

E. Las Vegas

Lizzie T

'I registered as a salesman from
Toledo, and told the gink at 'the'desk
wanted a room with a bath. He
said, 'All right, sir, then yelled,
'F-r-- r-

The

Aufo'mobile, Carriage f&

SIGN PAINTING
429

0.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL
INEVVLVjBEJIODKLED

Private Baths andLavafories
Steaia'Heat (Private Telephones
Rates $2.50per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Kates by Week or.BIenth

Good old Ice man! How anxiously
we waltch for him If somebody Is ill
or there Is a party on and the Icecream Is not made!' You're doubly
anxious, however. If It's our Ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
only the best You also knew that
cur delivery of ice Is prompt and that

m
The Medium Ah, beautiful lady,
you have come to find your future husband; is it not so?
The Lady Not much; I've come to
Ond where my present husband li
wher he's absent

you wont have to wait There's a
Isn't
pleasure In Khat knowledge.

there?
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227

Summer colds are herd to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compftund
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis., says: "Wr prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
because it quickly
ough medicines
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold f taken In time."
s
no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
Con-tain-

Dat'a a funny sign yer got
up dere, boss.
Housekeeper What? "Look out for
the Dog?"
Tatters Yes; dat dog's big enough
and ugly enough ter look,out for

Reg-ljkul-

E.

a

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
MEN, Bell genuine guaranteed hose; '
10J Meeta every
Monday night at
70 per cent profit. Make $10
dally. ' O. R.
Hall, on Bonglaa avenue, at
LJve agents and benlnners invest!
I o'clock.
Vlaiting
members are
gate. Stronk Knit, Box 4029, West
cordially welcome,
B. Gehring,
Pa.''
Philadelphia,
prealdent; J. Tl Buhler, aecreUry;
C. R Bally, treasurer.

a

For Sale
FOR

,

MODERN
Meet
C.
love at
hall, on

SALE

Household

Sixth street

1055

TOO BAD

NOT SO EASY

MM

"Bay, Utle one, maybe I didn't give
'em the bunk to make 'em think I wa
tome classy salesman! Oh, itw a too
'
easy."
"You're dreadfully bold, Jimmy.
How did you dare do such a thing,

the Eel Family.

,

-

1

his-sel-

!

-

the present'

Concerning

, A. F. A EL
1.
DORADO LODGE
NO.
comKNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meeta
munication first and
every Monday ere
third Thursday in eaafe
otng In CUe Hall
month. Visiting brothVisiting KnigbUar
ers cordially invited.
Invited.
cordially
N. O. Herman, W. IL;
. R. Murray,
Cos. E. Uebeca
Secretary.
nier, Cha n e e 1 0 1
Commander.
Hmm
Martin, Keeper
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
Kecorda and 8eal.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave aecem4 Tae
day in eaoa momth at Ma- B. P. ,0. ELKS Meets, second and
sonic Temple at 7:30 p, m. C. D.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tasune. Re
'
corder.
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McEiroy, Exalted Ruler.
D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS.. Bexalar convoca
tion Irst Monday In each
ATTORNEYS
month at ICaaonle Tem
HUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at 7;I9 9. m. M.
, Wmtama, H. Pa T. O. Geo. H. Hunker
Cbeeter A. Hudx
Blood, Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
Laa Vegaa,
New Meziee
Raguhu-

RANSFORa CHAPTER NO. f, O. C
Ifeeu Aral and third Fridays In
PHYSICIANS
Maaoaia Temple. Mrs. T. & Boweo,
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Uatron; Jamea O. RaUedge
Mrs.
1016 Fifth St
Residence
"Worthy
Patron;
George
Tripp,
WANTED Comp-etencook. Apply
Secretary. Phone Hals 12), 120
Office 506
Grand Avenue
1108 Seventh street, Mrs.
W.G.
Grand avenue.
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main
'
. ,
Haydon.
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p.

rutv bauju

"I swelled out my chest like the old
man does when he's putting on a
gaum front, slipped the hop a dime,
ind said: 'No, boy! that'll be all foi

There is the broad nose eel, and
then again there is the sharp nose
eeL The great
difference between
these two varieties Is that the broad-noseeel is the male and the sharp-noseeel 1b the female, both being
really of one and the same family.
When summer comes young eels by
the millions shoot from mldocean to
shore and wriggle up our rivers. Out
at sea young eels are as clear as glass
and as thin as ribbon. They are about
tour inches long, with a little head.
The young eel seems not to eat at
sea, and only loses its glassy look and
become colored as it gets to shore
within reach of a river.

X

ADVER-

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN

Tatters

ilrr

In it."

L'

NO

M.

two registered

Durham bull calves.
East Las Vegas.

roan

Piano and household fur
510 Main street.
'
6t

niture.

WHITE Wyandotte hens, 50c, 75c
and - $1.00. Mrs. : M. E. Johnson,
. Humboldt,
Kansas.

h

HIS KIND

Dr. E L, Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.

.

G. Laemmle,

Clerk.

lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

i.

M4

i

'tfCpP

PLEW, DENTIST

Successor to

Vly
w

LCCAL TIME CARD
EAST
Arrive
:10 p.
No.
No. 4. ...11:06 p
No. 8.... 1:15 a.
No. 10,... 1:45 p.

I....

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64&
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
every flr
Tuesday of the month In the veetry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
WE8T
o'clock p. m. Ylsjtlna brothers are No. 1.. ....1:20 p.
Invited
cordiaiy
Isaac Appol No. 3. .,...6:10 a.
President; Charles Greenclay, Soc No. 7. ....4:40 p.
retary.
No. 9.. ....6:36 p.

JULY
SPECIAL 100 Ruff Rock KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNS,
NO. 804. Meet second and
fOr
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
In O. R. C. hall. Pion.
Thursday
Kan.
Humboldt,
building.- - Visiting members are c
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
FOR RENT Newly furnished house,
First Tramp You've got a cold.
Apply at Talcherfs furnishing store, I. O. O. F LA3 VEGAS Lonr.P wn
Second Tramp Yes! I went to
1
Meets every Monday evening n
Douglas avenue.
sleep under a wagon last evening, and
their
hal on Sixth etreat All visit
some
one
removed
during the night
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
the wagon.
tend. 3 . D. Fridenatine, N. Q.;
322 Grand avenue.
good location.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
5272.
Olive
Phone
WISE KID

I

Father If that young man cornel
here again, I'll throw him out of th
house.
Daughter You'd better go into
training right away, then, papa. Percj
Is center-ruson his college team.

Conaul;

'.

FOR SALE

DR. CLIFFORD

in the forest of brother
Woodmen of the Ww
the second and fourth Fr
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU

John Hartman,

FOR SALE Ten large work mares
Apply 620 Grand avenue.

WOODMEN OF AMERIt

4t
m

DENTISTS

a

M--

part

HANDLE

,

hop came
case and took me up
In the elevator, ' opened the door oi
turned on the light, pulled down
the shades and said: 'Anything more,

speaking

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LOOSE
A.

m
11

A

OtNNERI

ALWAYS

.'

suit

what will your father say?"
"Huh! The old man's afraid of me.
'ra going to let him worry for a while
Hell want me back bad enough."
"You're entirely too conceited. II 1
nvA your father I'd let you shift foi
rourself.
Where did you get th
money to pay for your room? Did you
have any breakfast?"
"Did I have any breakfast? Say,
Lizzie, I went into that dining room
with my head up, ordered the classiest breakfast In town, signed the
:heck and gave the waiter 20 cent- stil the money I had in. my clothes.".
"Jimmy, don't tell me such fibs.
"Fibs, nothin'. I had 30 cents when
went there last night, gave 10 cents
to the hop and 20 to the waiter. 1
tell you I'm, the real goods when It
;omes to a con game."
You can't keep that up Indefinite
iy, Jimmy, so you'd better go home
where you belong, and stay there, b
tore you run up too big a bill. I think
,
four conduct is outrageous."
"Aw, forget it, and let me take a
couple o beans."
"Well, I should say not You can
waste your own money If you want
io, but you can't waste mine."
"Gee, but you're a tight wad. Who
;augbt that mouse In your desk? Who
rets your lunch for you when it rains?
Who stands in line to buy your matinee tickets? And, what's more, who
takes notes over to that rummy in the
postofflce? Say, Liz, be a good scout,
ind slip me a couple o' beans."
"That will not be necessary," said
a voice on the other side of the railing. "We'll continue this very interesting conversation out In the hall,
my son, and I'll engage myself for a

A

CAFF

Wanted

ud

N.

jTrk"?1

I

1

bell

grabbed my

iim

-

CHAPMAN

w

am."

like that!"
'I did, and, gee, maybe he wasn't
sore! He told me If I couldn't treat
him with respect I could get out, and
a lot more things. Then I got mad,
gathered up my clothes, put 'em in
dad's best suit case and went down to
the Voorhees hotel. Some sport, eh,

w

RESTAURANT AND

HOm ORDERS 4.ND RrCULA
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

HELP

NO

"Why, Jimmy! Tell me about It."
"Well, you see, the old man came
home late last night with a grouch.
and got bossy with me, so I told him
that he acted as if ho was stewed
"Jimmy, you didn't say anything

Wagon Material

Lock

frail
or

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Eetlmtte elx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
llnee. All
advertle mente charged
She Why don't you dance; dont will be booked at
apace actually act.
you like It?
without regard to number of word a
He Oh, yes, I like it all right but
the music always seems to put me out Cash In advance preferred.
and the girl gets In my way.

AFTER NEWS

You desewre to lose your Job, being
late so often. I'm going to call up
your house and have a talk with your
father. He ought to give you a good
licklh'."
"Huh,' It wouldn't do you much
good, 'cause I left home last night
and the old man doesn't know where

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

I

-

LOBBY

THE

"

RATES

De Quiz Do you
turning her bead, she sang out sweet
ly: "Good morning, Jimiry. I thought
istryT
you had gone on a vacation."
De Wall Yes; to
"Aw, bunk!" was the ungracious re
De Quls Do you
Joinder as Jimmy hung up his hat and can Indicate that a
smoothed his pompadour in front ol acquire weath?
the office glass. "Is the big boy In?"
De Wblz 1 do in
nodding his head toward the In net pockets.

Ave

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

National Ave

',

lr.

Suddenly the door was cautlouslj
opened and an anxious face Inserted
itself In the aperture. Satisfied thai
the coast was clear and that he wai
unobserved, the body of the offlct
boy swiftly followed. But the stenog
rapher's ears were keen, and without

Phone Main 447

1202

'

v--

1

THE

HE OPTIC

1

,

the typewriter.

M BIEHL, Propielor

C

DRAWBACKS

was ten o'clock on Saturda)
morning. Nothing disturbed the stilt
ness of the office except the click ol

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

..

ONLY

It

Cor. Grand and (Douglas Ave
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

416 Grand

THE

IN POWT

1

..DIRECTORY

V.mS.'.R. FLINT, Prop

CASE

DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, JULY 22, 1912.

BOUND
:1S p. e

m.

m..
m

.'
a.
1:25 a.
m.
1:10

....11:10

m......

BOUND
m.
.1:45 p.

m..... ..6:15

p.

4:50 p.
7:00 p. m

m
m

t

There Is more Catarrh la this
of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years wai supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly falling to cure with local
It incurable.
treatment, pronounced
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Chener & Co.. Toledo, onio.
Is the only Constitution.--1 cure on the
in
market Tt
- - la taken Intarnnllv
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer doses from 10 drops te a
teaspoonfuL
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
it acts aurectiy on the blood and mucous surfaces ot the system. They
nished for light housekeeping. 921
Lincoln.
F. O. E. Meets first and third TiiM offer one hundred dollars for - anv
case It fails to cure. Send forday evenings each month, at Wood
and testimonials.
ofsenous
man
is
an.l
hall. Visiting Brothers cot
Dysentery
Address: F. J. Chenev A no.. Tn.
always
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
dlally Invited to attend. A. M ledo, O,
cured.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Sold by druggists, 75c
Adler, President; E. O. Ward, Set
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured It
Take Hall's Family Pills for
even when malignant and epidemic.
retary.
For sale by all dealern
.,
aeo-tio- n

.

,

for

Rent

s

-

Jones So your son Is now going

to

college, eh?
Smith Yes; he finally located on
where they would not allow tha
studies to interfere with athletics.

J

George L. Hlgble, Manton, Jticli.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kldnej
and bladder trouble. He aavs; "1
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney pills for beneficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medlclna for vtdn
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
arugs. o. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.

School Teacher Bring me that
piece of chewing gum you have in
your hand.
Pupil You won't like it; It ain't the
flavor you chew.

RETAIL PRICES!
.

MOS lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,00a lbs, Each Delivery
Ibe. te 1,0es lbs Each Delivery
6S lbs. te tC Ibe, Eaoh
Delivery
Lees Than 6a ibe, Each Delivery ;
(be.
ijm
ESS

. Cfta per 1ftf ike.
. Z5e per 1st Ikm.
.

Oo

per 1M
per lea

Mo per

tat

fe
.

Ibe

AGUA PURA COHPAiNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Punt
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue

A HOT ONE

'

THE WINNER
I
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ANT Ads
Are Best

.if

0

d

d
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IN

Market Finders

Z--

FOLEY'S
HONEY Me TAR
COMPOUND

For, over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS.
COLDS.

Gungywamp Llftln'.
Hank Stubbs Heerd they warnt
no services in church last Sunday.
'
Bige Miller Thet so! What wui

the reason?
Miss
Hank Stubbs Said the mlnlstel
She Speech is silver and silence la twenty-secouhurt his back llftln' on a box.
Miss
golden.
Blge Miller Guess It warn't th
Miss
He But the man with the' most
contrybewtion box. Judge.
mine for the
brass gets the tin.
d

C. ROT TP

WHnnPlNO

COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Ouir-k-. Rnf
celebrate my and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
Caustlque
birthday tomorrow.
' ' carton is the mark of the' genuine.
Antique So do L
Refuse sustitutes.
But
celebrate
Caustlque
I

.

"

-

.

1

O. Gv

firBt time.
.

Sehaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amon
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
is
particular

al
thing worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
11
Others,: .who read and answer aria, i
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. axe read
by all possible baysrs of
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of
A.
best markets!
.

.
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OUR TOW!

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That TheProject is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
'

m

""'

(Li-- 1

That You Boost Your Business.

"

You Can do it by Advertising1.

THE
u
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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ADDITIONAL PERSONALS
to
(;,iy M. Carey left this afternoon
Watrous on lusine6i.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stern made the
Dolores Lucero was arrested Saturday afternoon by Deputy Sheriff F. trip to Antonchieo yesterday .
R. (.Uftrfn
on th rhiil-L'nf nsKHUlt
left this afternoon
-- IV. W. R. Tipton
wiCh wOrds, filed by Henulano Carcia-'oa short business trip to Wa roua
Mver Friedman arrived last night
lli8 bearing was set for late this after
lled
noon In the police courL
from California, having been
to Las Vegas by tbe illness and death
The marriage of Mrs. Isabel Aiagon of bis bi other, Hyman Friedman.
King of this city to Torlblo Martine" Br. J. M. Cunningham, accompanied
of Hot Springs, was celebrated. this by. his grandson, ' Buste ", Cun lag-haleft yesterday afternoon for the
morning at 8 o'clock at the Church
of Our Lady of Soirows.
Mr. .Martl( Cunningham ranch near Sp: lager.
nex Is a merchant at the Hot Sprtnes
Mrs. Pete Roth and son, Walter, re
turned yesterday afternoon for an
Tomorrow afternoon Mrs. Ida Kruae extended vltlt with Mrs. Ro h' dau;h-ter- ,
will give her final lecture
Mrs. Rogers, in Housten, Tex.
at the Normal University ' summer
Mr. and Mrs. E. Z. Wallower of Har
school.
Mrs. McFaxlaue
has been risburg, Pa., who were In Las Vega J
speaking to large crowds dally since last week visiting their cousin, W. O.
her arrival as she did last sum Ogle, left Saturday evening for Calimer. Mrs. McFarlane Is an Interest fornia.
Isaiah Hale, commissioner of the
ing and versatile speaker and those
who have beard her are greatly pleas bureau of safety, one of the recsntlf t
ed with, her lectures. A large crowd organized departments of the Santa"
is expected to 'attend the lecture to Fe road, was a vhl'pr in Las Vegas
.
morrow,
;
today.
.' Dan
Kelly, who hag been "Spending
iJee

BEECH-NU-

LOCAL NEWS

PEANUT BUTTER

T

See Van Petten for Insurance

An Ideal Food

that is Delicious. Nutritious,

and Appetizing.

Tajior

txmrbon

Regular dance at the Armory
morrow night.

'

USE AS BUTTER

Trr a dram of Ola
l ths
Oprm Bar.

to-

Our entire line or summer millinery
f
off. Strass'.

One-Hal-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rja. aged
the wood. Direct from dlstlllsry
to you. At the Lobby, of court

On Biscuits, Bread, Sandwiches etc., arid fint

for fudge.

'

i TW

-

Small Jars
riedlum Jars

.

.. t

!'.?.-:-

K

....12c
22c

.

Large Jars

I

.

'.M

DIETS'

K B7

:'

THE CASH GROCER
"

Ji

A

:

111 N

i

-

7

jr"d-i-

PEACHES
lflc PER POUND
W-

'

'

yD

U
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PURE THINGS1T0 EAT

con l nnEM'Joo si
a;--

SllDAItlTE

f

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
m,Mm,n Dm V7.
G OH
D-O.-tJ

in---;-

We have on hand a complete

sock of

At The Most Reasonable Prices
f-.

S

S35- !-

Get our quotations before buying

LAC VEGAS LLr:JL2fJ GO.
--

' Phone Main

1-

150

The Home of the Best

We

- "OJTdwn

offvervllng Eatable

PIES dObKlES 'DOUGHNUTS CAfiES
GINGERBREAD
JELLY; ROLLS
;- y- - ;'
yrir:
t

!".rt

On account of the fact that the
Fraternal Brotherhood hall Is being ref
decorated and Improved there wW be
no meeting of that order this evening-- .
The lodge will meet In regular session
next Monday night

.

;

LAYER CAKES, LOAF CAKES, ANGEL FOOD CAKES

R0LLS,nJ68ei

FOR THREE DAY5
DOYS

Hand

0

fa

E

DDI'S

licit
SDIBTS

WAISTS

45C

J

V

Rain cut short a .gooiV game at
Amusement park yesterday, afternoon,
the contest between the Romeros and
the All Stars being called at the eu4
of the fourth Inning
The score a.
that time was i to 1 in favor of the
Romeros.
The same two clubs will
meet again soou. A number of the
amateur players on the West side are
planning to bring the Santa Fe club
here for a series of games In the near
future.

The Lag Vegps Maroons came out
victorious yesterday afternoon in the
game with the Dawson Miners, play
ed in the Colfax county mining town,
winning by a score of 8 to 2. 'The

several days In Us Vegas visiting bis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kel
ly, left this afternoon for his Tiome In

All our' 50, 65, and 75c Hoys Blouse Waists
and Boys Coat Shirts in all color at 45c.

"

Trinidad.

General Manager Westnhall of the
Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville
railroad, passed through
Veea
this afternoon, enroute from Chicago
Fork, Ariz.
Mrs. Sarah Stoner, and
daughter.
Mrs. MaudRoher left yesterday after
noon for Denver, from when
they will
go to Dallas, Tex. They will visit
five weeks in Colorado.
L. M. Jones, superintendent of tele.
graph for the Santa Fe road, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon en
route from hig headquarters in To- pekk, to Albuquerque, from whence
he will go to Amarillo,
Tex. Mr
Jones was accompanied by members

ra

TilliiAfiTEED

Is

of his family.

GREENBERGER
THE

GREATEST
"OPPORTUNITY

.

Santa Fe Engineer Jack Lowe re
turned Saturday night from Albuquerque, where he had been called to the
bedside of his osn, Chester Lowe, who
was Injured by the
breaking of a drl'l
In the Santa Fs
shops. Young Lowe
is improving, though for the
present
he is unable to use his right eye, and:
the doctors are unable to say how
serious the injury will prove to Ms
sight.

'

To close out our
stock of refrigerators
we will give

-

25 PER CENT OFF

;.,

n

SEASON'S

FOR CASH

ON EVERY REFjtlGERATDR

IN THE HOUSE

Come early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods
to be sold on basis oi original marked prices in plain ngrire

J.

JOHNSEN &

C.

-

son

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

f

-

-

.

''FORI" CANNED GOODS

or

.

BAKERY GOODS

nEPRESEHT

;

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve- to can
geiaDie5..v,trom
The Same pay.

5

ONLY.HIQHEST GRADES OF

FRUIT5-?-

AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

;

I

Noted For

--

QUALitVPURITY-CLEANLINE- SS

ask

nmim m "Eotecno
f

n..t

'lit

'A:

yf
'Laundry

.

Everybody reads The Optic.

Fried Cakes and

EVERYONE SAYS

UNTO fiMtRS

THE GRAAF & HAVWARD CO.

Cinnamon Rolls

"

'1

I

I

I

,

1

1'

i

Every visiter m Las. Vedas io call
upon us4BriM your friends. Our store
is one of iHslibw places of Vejjas.

"Those Celery Plants You Sent Me Were Bully!"

3fMiM0N
AND A FULL

EXTRA SPECIAL

,

game scheduled 'for Saturday after
noon and the morning game yesterday
were called off on account of rain.
NOTICE
The contest yesterday afternoon was
Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3. 1912.
played on a heavy field, but neverthe To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
less was an Interesting contest, though
ty:
the Maroons had the best of things ,The San Miguel county institute
will begin ' on Monday moraine the
Perry McDonald, driver for the all along the route.
Wells Fargo Express company, was
5th day ,of August and continue for
arrested this morning charged with
Memory of the good man who pre four weeks. All teachers desiring to
driving on the wrong side of "the sided as pastor there for many months teach the coming year in any of the
street His heariner wan honkofl fnr will be called to mind in the Chris-tio- publlo schools of San Miguel county.
tabernacle Wednesday evening by must attend the institute, to qualify-unde- r
late this afternoon. The city ordin
ance regarding street traffic, is beiw? the church people of La3 Vegas. The
the law. San Miguel county
rigidly enforced in the business sec meeting Is to be in the nature of a will need 30 more teachers this year
tion of the East side, and all offend union prayer meeting, but Its real ob- than last.
ers must suffer the penalty of the ject is to pay a tribute to the late
The Institute fee will be two dol
Rev. W. R. Suiggin, who was sum lars, payable before
law.
being enrolled.
moned to his reward last week. Rev. AH teachers are urged to' attend the
C.'
E.
Anderson, pastor of the First full four weeks. The Institute will be
Methodist chureh, will have charge of he held in the south school
building of
the services. Otber pastors of the Las Vegas.
Dollars in Wear
M. P. DESMARAIS.
city will speak and the Christian
church and ' Sunday school . will .be
County School Superintendent,
represented by men and women who
Cents in Washing
worked with Mr. Quiggin and knew
The man who borrows trouble
him best. The program is in pocess
generally gives him peace of mind as
of formation." It will be announced
security.
Which are you saving?
In its entirely Wednesday evening.
A few cents added to your
laundry bin will be well spent
CCS
SPECIAL' RATES AT HARVEY'S
If you receive In return a serFor parties remaining one month or
vice so conscientious and painsthrough the season. Address Harvey's
FRESH EVERY DAY
taking that your clothes wear
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' offour times as long.
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
READY FOR BtJSINESS.
employes such service 'means
a weekly economy on clothes
The Romero Mining Co. wlshe3 to
that quickly runs Into dollars.
announce that they- have- completed 1
Why not begin this economy
tbj, installation of machinery, for the
this week? A phone or postal
9oncezitratlon,,0of ores lnatheir p!att,
Tne Best in The City
nd will receive all kinds of ore tot
will bring a wagon to your door
'
at
concentration
a
reasonable
very
promptly.
price.; will give: mill run tests on
any quantity desired. .The capacity
of, the plant is 50 tons of Ore per
day. Mill Is Situated 16 miles from
'
Bread, Rolls,
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
per top from Las .Vegas to the mill
'
';'y?
y?
Is $3.1 Address all communications
Ccokies, Piss, CoKes,
to M&rgarito Romero, general manager. El Porvenir, N. M.
Phoae'Hitia''8i"t
617 DougUs Are
'
h

POPPY SEED ROLLS,

BREAD

mid-

The board of county commissioners
adjourned late Saturday afternoon until next Friday morning when It ex
pect to resume the task of making
the regular annual tax levy. The
Rain called a nalt to. the evening
commissioners desired to possess
themselves of more data before com performance of the Yankee Robinson
circus Saturday night, and after re
pleting this Important task.
funding all money, the show packed
Antonio Gallegos ,a constable In the up and left for Rocky Ford, Colo.,
court of Justice Pablo Vlgll, was unit where it was booked for today. The
ed In marriage late Saturday after- afternoon performance of the circus
noon to Mrs. Julianlta Lucero,
The was attended by a large crowd,- and
wedding was solemnized In the office mougn tne snow was not a large one
of Probate Judge Tafoya, who off- it made up in quality for what it
iciated. The young people are well lacked in quantity, and left a good
known in Las Vegas. Both are resi- impression upon ine people of this
dents of the West side.
city.
ti

ALL KINDS OF
BUNS, PARKER HOUSE

new

Las Vedas Sfeam

HxveIYes
,

of

(Jiejiluy

y

SCREEN DOOaS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

--

For Bale High gre .e range, dining
table, and six chairs, Singer sewing
machine, two hlrdseye dressers, 9x12
Axmlnster giig.' C. McClanahan, 1055
Sixth street.

Hol-man-

fl
ZD

Fresquez of- - Sapello this
morning applied at the court house
for $2 as bounty on a coyote killed
by him recently near his home..
Pablo

Charles Ilfeld his filed suit in the
,
district court against Charles W.
Juan Maria Valdez and Jose S.
Lucero, seeking to recover $532, which
he alleges Is due on account of an
old Judgment rendered against the
plaintiffs in 1905". Mr. Ilfeld alleges
the judgment, which was for $290,
never was paid. He asks 12 per cent
interest for the time since the judg
ment was rendered.

-
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In

'

K

window

summer felts. Strass".
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THEY ARE 50c PER 100

ROLLS

-

v-

You'll Make a Mistake if You Don't Plant Some

GOODS

11 11

DO IT TODAY

STORE

Sixth
Street

507

'
DI7DDV niWimSJ C ' OfiW ,; Phona

1UU1
--

SEEDSMEN

,C

iJUll

& FL'ORISTS- -

ROBERT J.TAUPERT

'
"

v'egas 121

r

1; 11

e 11

Maker

of Uncommon Jewlery.
'

mm

-

"The Store of Satisfaction"
'

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

